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Abstract 

Continuous Integration (CI) is standard practice in Agile software development for 

source code management, including handling changes between development branches 

and master branch, and providing feedback for stakeholders. In the Continuous 

Integration the desirable practice is for development branches the be merged in to 

master branch daily. Before development branches is to be merged to master branch, the 

automated test tests builds are run on them and feedback of the tests is provided to 

developer and possible other stakeholders. If the tests are run without errors, the 

development branch is to be merged to master branch.  

 

The problems may arise, when the automated test build durations have variance. This 

leads developers to experience volatile service level causing irregularity to development 

process. The cause for the build duration variance can be the variance in the available 

system resources in the CI server. In some cases, the resource variation can cause false 

failures on the test build results as for example when there is defined maximum test 

build duration time limiter or when individual build step operation produces timeouts. 

To be able to resolve the resource starvation on the CI server, there needs to be means 

for identifying the resource starvation events in relation to test build statistics. By being 

able to identify relation between build statistics and resource starvation events, root 

cause, as starving resource, can be identified. By identifying the starving resource or 

resources, the system resources can be updated by adding more specific resource or 

handling the starvation through reserving the specific resource for key processes.  

 

The objective for this research is to implement monitoring tool for monitoring the 

Jenkins server’s builds and system resources during the builds. The thesis was 

conducted in the case company’s CI project including large-scale development project 

as customer project. The problem with case company was volatile test build durations 

and very insufficient data about system resources in the starvation events. 

 

The implemented monitoring tool achieved for providing extensive system resource 

data with combining it with the test build statistics to provide information about system 

resource availability in relation to test build statistics. The results indicate that the 

monitoring tool can be used for identifying resource starvation events and possible root 

causes for the events. The limitation of the implemented monitoring tool is the 

dependency for the database server as Elasticsearch. Elasticsearch was chosen to be 

used as database to establish adaptive monitoring data presenting functionality via 

Kibana server. This restricts portability of the monitoring tool to Jenkins instances as 

the monitoring tool needs mentioned instances for full functionality.  
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1. Introduction 

After agile manifesto was published in 2001, development principles introduced have 

been widely adopted in use by organizations. However, according to studies, there has 

been found to be complications when applying the agile principles in use on large 

organizations (Lindvall et al., 2004), and more specifically on complex organizations. 

The complications also initiate consistently when team size increases. (Dybå & 

Dingsøyr, 2008) This problem has been attempted to overcome, by introducing tailored 

agile principles to fit with the organizational structure and processes. Tailoring the agile 

development is dependent on the organizational structure, project structure, and 

processes, which makes tailoring the agile development to be challenging task. 

(Lindvall et al., 2004) However, overcoming the challenge for adopting and tailoring 

the agile development has importance as agile development has shown benefits for 

companies in areas such: customer collaboration, learning process, defect handling 

processes and estimation, for example (Dybå & Dingsøyr, 2008). Most important single 

practice for overcoming the challenges of scaling the agile development practices for 

organization is stated to be the Continuous Integration introduction to software 

development (Larman & Vodde, 2010).  

The Continuous Integration belongs to agile principles as a part of Extreme 

Programming methods and was introduced first time in the literature as early as 1999 by 

Kent Beck. The basis of Continuous Integration consists of software development team 

integrating their work frequently. After integration, the code is verified by automated 

build, which includes testing of code. If there aren’t conflicts in code, the automated 

build will successfully complete, and vice versa, if conflicts are found in the code, the 

build will fail. If the build fails, the development team should get on working to fix their 

build and try to reintegrate it. (Fowler & Foemmel, 2006) Each integration and 

automated testing build will also be followed by test result email back to development 

team which gives developers fast feedback about their software build status, ensuring 

that they can get in to fixing the conflict within short time (Duvall, 2007). With frequent 

integration to mainline will ensure also that conflicts in code stay relatively small 

decreasing the effort for fixing conflicts. Going through described integration cycle 

ensures that integration errors are detected early leading to increased efficiency of 

team’s software development process. (Fowler & Foemmel, 2006) The integration 

process can be measured as successful, when the developer’s code is integrated to 

mainline code with automated testing builds passing and, thus, the developer’s changes 

are accessible to other developers and available to customers as integrated and working 

software in mainline (Rogers, 2004).  

 

The Continuous Integration process will grow rapidly in demand to automation server, 

when projects size and the size of the code base grow. The growth in the size of the 

code base means that the build time of code will grow, and usually more unit tests need 

to be run for the code as number of features increase. The projects size will matter as 

there will be increasing amount of integration efforts from developers among with 

growth of project size, which causes huge amount of parallel automated builds to be 

run. (Rogers, 2004) Increasing demand for automation server will lead to increased 

build times as there are more operations to be done for automation server. The long 

build times are problematic, because they will cause delays to developers’ work process 

as developers will need to wait for feedback of the integration from the automation 

server until they can continue working on the feature they checked in, to verify that the 

code will build and run without conflict. Another major problem, which long build time 
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may cause, is that developers may be tempted to not integrate often, which will lead 

increased risk for conflicts when integrating bigger changes or integrating code that is 

not tested locally due to hurry to launching time consuming integration build and, thus, 

will not pass the automated test on automation server. (Rasmusson, 2004) For being 

able to maintain build times, there needs to be data gathered from the automation server. 

As a basis of getting information about build times and automation server performance 

over time, there is needed to implement tools that will extract and provide data for 

people responsible of Continuous Integration process. From monitoring data, the time-

consuming operations or tests and system resource availability can be identified among 

builds. Based on monitoring data, the bottlenecks causing the longevity to builds can be 

identified.  

 

This master’s thesis focuses on describing the monitoring and performance indicators 

on automation server and implementing the tool for monitoring and providing data of 

automation server. The thesis is conducted in the automotive company that develops 

embedded software for cars. Motivation for thesis is that on the company, there is a 

need for getting information about the varying build times on the automation server, 

which is causing occasionally relatively big delays on development work for project 

using the automation server. By being able to extract information about the builds and 

server performance, the company will be able to adjust the automation server to be able 

to deliver more effective Continuous Integration for projects. 
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2. Research Method and Design 

This chapter describes the research method used in this thesis. The chapter is divided in 

three sub-sections: Research Problem, which discusses research questions related 

matters formed for thesis; Design Science Research (Hevner, March, Salvatore, Park & 

Ram, 2004), which discusses matters about the chosen research method; Design Science 

Research Framework, which goes through how Design Science Research framework is 

applied to this thesis. Purpose of this chapter is to describe the background for the 

thesis, by describing the research problem and tools for addressing the defined research 

problem with research methods. 

2.1 Research Problem 

The aim of this research is to implement artefact for providing information about 

Continuous Integration server performance over time, by implementing monitoring tool 

to Continuous Integration automation server. With getting extensive information about 

Continuous Integration server’s performance through performance indicators, 

Continuous Integration team can, first, detect when there are problems with 

performance and, second, resolve the root cause for performance variance. Data 

extracted by monitoring tool is collected to database server. From database server, data 

is published to web page and as an email feedback to Continuous Integration team and 

customer. The provided data is referenced to requirements issued by Continuous 

Integration team. 

 

Following research questions are used for answering to research problem: 

 

RQ1: How monitoring tool can provide information about Continuous Integration 

automation server, for being used as source for detecting build execution performance 

variations? 

 

RQ2: How monitoring tool can provide information about Continuous Integration 

automation server, for being used as source for resolving root causes for performance 

variations?  

 

The RQ1 aims to provide answer for how the monitoring tool solution can be 

implemented for detecting the performance variations on Continuous Integration 

automation server, by providing feedback for Continuous Integration team and customer 

about build execution performance over time on the server. The RQ2 is an extension to 

RQ1 as it aims to provide answer for how the monitoring tool solution can be 

implemented to provide also information that can be used to resolve root cause for 

performance variations. The current state of the Continuous Integration in the case 

company involves intermittent problems with Continuous Integrations server’s 

performance, and making the problem worse, the timing of the problems is usually in 

the night time due to location variance between company sites. The current state is 

furtherly described in chapter 5.1. For achieving more reliable Continuous Integration 

process, the case company has requested the extensive performance information over 

time from the automation server, including build execution statistics, automation server 

performance statistics over time and key performance indicator definition of Continuous 

Integration server. 
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2.2 Design Science Research 

The research is executed using Design Science Research as research method. Described 

by Hevner et al. (2004), the Design Science Research is empirical in nature and includes 

building an artefact. Purpose of this chapter is to define how the DSR is adopted in use 

in this research. The introduction to DSR on this research is done by describing the 

research through seven guidelines of DSR established by Hevner et al. (2004). 

 

Design as an artefact: Described by Hevner et al. (2004), an artefact can be construct, 

instantiation or model. In this case the artefact is an implementation of monitoring tool 

to Continuous Integration automation server. The goal of the artefact is to enable 

statistic information extraction about Continuous Integration builds and system 

resources from Continuous Integration automation server, for use of Continuous 

Integration team and customer. Ideally, artefact would be providing enough information 

so that performance variation events can be identified and root causes for variation 

events can be resolved. 

 

Problem relevance: The goal of research in information system is to acquire 

knowledge that makes it possible to implement the technology-based solution for 

resolving existing, unresolved business problems. The goal of the construction is 

defined in the design science research, by constructing artefacts that changes the 

existing phenomena causing the defined business problem occurrence. The difference 

between existing state of the target system and the defined goal state of the system can 

be used for the problem description. (Hevner et al., 2004)  

 

In case company the problem domain is relatively clearly defined. The problem being 

performance variation in automation server, and in more detail: shortage of information 

about Continuous Integration automation server to be able to identify, which are root 

causes for performance variance events. Performance variation causes service starvation 

towards customer and simultaneously increases demand for Continuous Integration 

team through increasing service requests from customer. The problem has ripple effect 

as automation performance starvation causes delays in customer development processes 

and that way has impact to customer project also. As the key point in Continuous 

Integration being frequent integration of software as Humble & Farley (2010) states, the 

bottlenecks to Continuous Integration process, caused by automation server 

performance starvation, are in linchpin role. Furthermore, every project using 

Continuous Integration will be facing performance variance on automation server at 

some point. As a summary, in organizational scope, the problems in automation server 

performance causes problems locally to Continuous Integration team, but in broader 

scope every project using the Continuous Integration will be affected more or less by 

performance problems, increasing its influence in organizational level.   

 

Design evaluation: In design science research, it is essential for process that the 

artefact is evaluated. The features such quality, efficacy and utility of artefact can be 

demonstrated by defining rigorous evaluation methods. The basis of evaluation is 

created by defining the requirements due to business environment. This means that for 

being able to evaluate the artefact, it needs to be integrated to part of the technical 

infrastructure of the business environment. In evaluation of IT artefact, can be used 

metrics such as: functionality, performance, usability, reliability, fit to the 

organizational environment, completeness, and consistency. As a goal, the constructed 

artefact is complete and effective when it fulfils the defined requirements and has an 

effect to problem it is defined to solve. (Hevner et al., 2004) 
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In this research the designed artefact is defined to solve information shortage about the 

automation server. This means that artefact can be measured by observing the artefact in 

the business environment. The defined requirements for the artefact are referenced to 

artefact running in the automation server to detect that artefact fulfils requirements. The 

requirements for the artefact can be found in chapter 5.2. The reliability of constructed 

artefact will be also evaluated, by running test suite runs with the artefact to verify 

correctness of data. The definition for the test suites can be found in chapter 5.5. 

 

Research contributions: Orthodoxly executed design science research needs to provide 

contribution of information for the design artefact, design construction knowledge, and 

for design evaluation knowledge, which can be divided in the three categories: the 

design artefact, foundations, and methodologies. In the essential point, the research 

must be able to answer to question: “what are the new and interesting contributions?” 

(Hevner et al., 2004) 

 

The most common form of contribution in design science research is the artefact itself. 

The resulting artefact must resolve previously unresolved problem defined as research 

problem. The artefact may provide resolution to problem, by extending existing 

knowledge about the research problem domain or use existing knowledge about 

problem domain in new way, and thus providing solution to problem. Secondly, the 

contribution can be in form of foundations, which can be example development of 

novel, evaluated constructs, models, methods, or instantiations that extends the current 

design science knowledge base. Thirdly, the methodologies can be contribution of DSR. 

This includes development and use of evaluation methods and new evaluation metrics 

in providing contributions to design science. (Hevner et al., 2004) 

 

This research contributes to design science research is in form of designed artefact. The 

artefact of the research aims to provide solution for case company’s problem with 

insufficient information about automation server performance variance used in 

Continuous Integration. The artefact will approach the solution, by providing 

information about automation server performance over time via defined metrics about 

the server and build executions statistics, thus extending existing knowledge about how 

Continuous integration automation servers can be monitored, for being able to identify 

performance variance and possible root causes for it. Furthermore, new knowledge will 

provide means for small to large scale Continuous integration projects to be able to 

improve their Continuous integration process by providing effective monitoring solution 

to detect problems in automation server.      

 

Research rigor: The research rigor means describing how the research is conducted. In 

design science research, rigor needs to consider the applying methods on both 

construction and evaluation of design artefact. The design science research relies on 

describing the rigor of the artefact with mathematical formalism, but IT environment 

where artefact is performing may restrict the mathematical formality and may require 

the evaluation to be abstracted. The most important way to address rigor in design 

science research is, thus, assessing the applicability and generalizability of artefact, 

meaning that goal of rigor is to focus on how artefact works in its environment and not 

focusing on proving information why the artefact works. (Hevner et al., 2004) 

 

In this research, the research rigor considering the construction of artefact is based as 

much as possible on existing literature on the subject. The literature considering the 

monitoring tool for automation server is, however, relatively limited restricting the 
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extensive use of explicit source material for constructing the artefact in question. The 

evaluation rigor, in this research, is focused to assess how artefact fulfills its task to 

resolve problem of providing information about automation server’s performance in 

Continuous integration. This is evaluated by assessing how the artefact fulfills the 

requirements defined by case company. Secondly, the artefact is evaluated by running 

test suite on IT environment, which ensures that artefact’s results are reliable. As a 

summary, the information about automation server performance and build statistics, 

after integrating the monitoring tool to server environment, is compared to state before 

the integration. 
 

Design as a search process: In design science research the process is iterative, meaning 

that efficient solution for problem is reached by process, finding the utilizable methods 

to achieve acceptable level solution for problem. The research process is described by 

cyclic process as Simon (1996) has presented Figure 1. The iterative process starts by 

designing simplified problem solution definition and moving to more mature design of 

the problem. Maturity of the problem solution design and solution implementation are 

more realistic and explicitly described. (Hevner et al., 2004) 
 

 
Figure 1: Design science research test cycle  

 

Again, in this research, the artefact design is iterated until it meets the defined 

requirements by the case company, as presented in Figure 1. During the process it is 

possible that more requirements will be generated for artefact and expected that existing 

requirements will get refined to more accurate, increasing maturity of the design 

valuation task for research. Also, it is expected that the metrics used in test suites will 

get iterated when test suites are run for the artefact through generating more information 

if there are variables, which can be included in test suite for having more conclusive 

results of artefact reliability.  

 

Communication of research: Design science research must provide knowledge for the 

technology- and management-oriented audiences. Including the technology-oriented 

audience means that the practitioners verify that artefact construction process is well 

established and evaluated. This ensures that the repeatability of the research is possible. 

The management-oriented audience ensures, on the other hand, that novelty and 

importance of the defined research problem and the effectiveness of the solution is 

realized in the artefact.   
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Artefact implement in research solves a problem, which has importance for technology- 

and management-oriented audiences. The technology-oriented importance comes for the 

feature that, based on the artefact, the extensions can be implemented to automatically 

take actions on the automation server based on the extracted monitoring data. For 

management-oriented importance, the artefact provides reliable information about the 

performance of automation server, which enables providing information to customers 

about the service’s resource starvation. As management-oriented importance 

perspective, the artefact provides also information about root causes of performance 

variations on automation server, for organization to able to make possible decisions 

about IT infrastructure enhancements, concerning the automation server environment. 

As a summary, the artefact will provide more mature Continuous integration 

environment as Continuous integration team will have extensive information about the 

automation server performance, which directly has effect on the Continuous integration 

process. 

 

2.3 Design Science Research Framework 

 
This chapter describes overview of design science research framework used in this 

research, which is introduced by Hevner et al. (2004). The overview of the design 

science framework, summarizing the subjects related to design science process, is 

presented in the figure 2 below.  

 

 
Figure 2: Design science research framework applied in research  

 
Figure 2 presents overview of Design science framework, and each subject is described 

in more detail in following paragraphs. 

 

Environment 
The environment in design science research framework defines the problem domain. 

The problem domain includes people, organizations, and technologies. The problem 

domain sub-categories together constitute the tasks, problems, goals, and opportunities 

that define the organizations business needs and problems as Hevner et al. (2004) states.  
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Technology: The technology environment of this research is local automation server 

setting on the case company. The automation server is used to establish the Continuous 

Integration process for company internal project. The infrastructure includes embedded 

test devices, monitoring data storage and presenting server, and automation server, 

located in the United States and Germany. The automation server has deployed virtual 

machines, which act as build slaves on automation server for enabling specific build 

environments. The specific application included in the environment is Jenkins 

automation server (Meet Jenkins, n.d.), which is most popular open source, cross-

platform automation server solution. The monitoring tool is implemented to Jenkins, by 

using Groovy programming language as implementation language (A multi-faceted 

language for the Java platform, n.d.). The monitoring tool uses Elasticsearch as database 

for extracted data from Jenkins and Kibana dashboard for presenting data for 

Continuous Integration team (Elastic, n.d.).  

 

People: Users of the artefact of this research will be the Continuous Integration team 

and, indirectly, customer project of the case company. The Continuous integration team 

may use the artefact daily for checking the performance of automation server, especially 

from the nighttime, which is the period when the most performance variance is 

happening on the automation server. The team can also use the artefact to finding root 

cause to performance variances from provided performance indicators. The monitoring 

information will be also provided daily to customer project in form of feedback mail 

from automation server, as they will benefit from the information when service resource 

starvation occurrence has happened on automation server.  

 

Organization: Organizationally the case company is using Continuous Integration 

generally in projects as the agile methods are emphasized in the organization’s 

processes. The projects vary in size and in many cases, there are multiple sites working 

on single project. The projects’ product states vary from actively developed products to 

on maintenance products, which induces variance on Continuous Integration demand. In 

the case project, where artefact is deployed, the case project is in active development 

state and development work of the project is co-located in the United States, Finland, 

China and India. The case project also has had the Continuous Integration process 

established when the research is conducted, but there is performance variance on the 

automation server over time, which hampers the effectivity of the Continuous 

Integration process in practice. There is emphasis to be able to run Continuous 

integration more reliably in the case project, which creates demand for having effective 

monitoring solutions in place on the automation server.  
 

IS research: The IS research is constructed from two phases, which are developing the 

artefact and evaluating it. The phases will establish achieving the goal on the design 

science research, which is utility of artefact by identifying the defects on the artefact 

integrated in the IT environment. (Hevner et al., 2004) 

 

In this research, as a design artefact in research, the monitoring tool is implemented for 

monitoring the Continuous Integration automation server. The implementation of the 

monitoring tool is started from the scratch as there is no suitable plugins for Jenkins for 

as extensive performance and build monitoring as the case company’s requirements 

define. The justification for artefact relays on the demand initiated by the Continuous 

Integration team. The Continuous Integration team has customer project, which suffers 

from occasional performance variations on automation server, which escalates to 

hampered Continuous integration process.  
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The monitoring tools construction process and evaluation is based on the requirements 

assessed by the case project, which are referenced with the existing literature about the 

automation server performance indicators and build statistics. In the central focus is that 

the monitoring tool will be able to extract and provide extensive information about 

automation server performance and build statistics for Continuous integration team. The 

reliability of the artefact is evaluated, by running test suites on automation server, which 

result data can be referenced to actual build data retrieved from the automation server.   

 

Knowledge base:  

The knowledge base provides the material for design science research. Knowledge base 

combines from the prior IS researches’ foundations, frameworks, theories, instruments, 

constructs, models, methods, and instantiations, which can be categorized as 

foundations. Foundations are to be used as the basis of the development phase of the IS 

research. The methodologies category of the knowledge base provides the guidelines for 

evaluation phase of the IS research. In a result, applying the foundations and 

methodologies to the research, the rigor is achieved. (Hevner et al., 2004) 

 

As a knowledge base for this research are used existing literature, internet sources and 

scientific research concerning the problem domain. In the source material, the focus is 

on the sources about Continuous Integration process and methods in general and then, 

in more detailed scope, the sources about the Continuous Integration automation server 

performance monitoring and automation build performance. The evaluation assessment 

for artefact is based on the knowledge about identified performance indicators in the 

existing literature combined with the requirements defined by the case company.  
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3. Continuous Integration 

In this chapter, the basic concept of Continuous integration is introduced, by referencing 

existing literature to create background for thesis’ domain. Chapter will start by 

describing Continuous Integration process in general, based on the existing literature. 

After general view, the domain is elaborated to Continuous Integration in Embedded 

Software Development to include domain of Continuous Integration practices used in 

the research context.  Along with describing the concept of Continuous Integration, 

chapter also aims to describe the benefits and challenges detected in Continuous 

Integration; challenges of Continuous Integration especially focusing in describing 

extensively the problems caused by variance in performance of automation server. After 

creating the background about Continuous Integration in general, the perspective is 

focused on concerning the researches context, as embedded software development. The 

nuances regarding Continuous Integration in embedded software development is 

described, based on the existing literature. As a closure, this chapter will also reflect the 

current state of the Continuous Integration in research context project to acknowledged 

general problems in Continuous integration in existing literature.  

3.1 Continuous Integration Process 

Existing literature includes number of researches concerning the Continuous Integration 

practices. The general Continuous Integration process constitutes integrating the 

software build from branch to main branch in frequent time intervals. Among the 

integration process the software is being build, run through automated tests, and 

changes deployed to main branch. After integration is finished, the developer is 

provided with a feedback. (Fowler & Foemmel, 2006) In the Figure 3 below, the 

Continuous Integration process is described in example IT environment from high level 

perspective. 
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Figure 3: Continuous Integration process in example IT environment 

 

As presented in the Figure 3, the Continuous Integration process starts from developer 

to committing code change to code repository, which can be for example SVN or Git. 

After commit, the integration server detects the change in the repository through 

polling, which triggers the automated build to updated branch. The build includes 

pulling the branch to integration server, building the software, and running automated 

tests to the code on separate physical build servers. (Kim, Na & Ryoo, 2009) 

Alternatively, building and running automated tests can be executed on integration 

server’s internally, for example in virtual machines, depending on the test environment 

setup. Additionally, automated testing includes testing on test device, in case of 

embedded software development. If build is executable and automated tests passes, the 

branch can be integrated to main branch. Finally, after the automated tests have been 

ran, developer will get feedback from the integration (Kim et al., 2009). 

3.2 Continuous Integration Benefits for Organizations 

In the existing literature, there is consensus of multiple benefits from adopting the 

Continuous Integration to software development process. Examples of generally 

acknowledge main categories of benefits of Continuous integration are accelerated time 
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to market, building the right product, improved productivity, reliable releases, improved 

product quality and improved customer satisfaction (Chen, 2015). 

 

Accelerated time to market means that software product gets releases more frequently 

than without Continuous Integration methods. Chen (2015) points out that, based on his 

case study with Continuous Integration, the release frequency on the case company has 

increased from monthly releases to weekly releases. Increased time to market is direct 

consequence from Continuous Integration central idea that the builds are integrated 

daily to main branch, thus establishing continuous release preparedness of software 

product to market.  

 

Building the right product has relation to accelerated time to market as shortened release 

cycles will establish more frequent customer feedback. With more frequent customer 

feedback, the organization will be able to detect which are useful features for customer 

and if there are features being build which are unnecessary for customer, thus being able 

to stop development of unnecessary features in early phase. (Chen, 2015) (Fowler & 

Foemmel, 2006)  

 

Improved productivity concerns the eased work efforts for developers and testers for 

each software build. For example, Chen (2015) brings up that in his case study, setting 

the development environment, setting up testing environment and releasing the software 

build to production demanded manual work from developers, test engineers and 

operations engineers in before Continuous Integration, but with Continuous Integration 

practices, these activities are automated. (Chen, 2015) Improved agile testing practices, 

via Continuous integration, is supported by the Ståhl & Bosch (2013), as their case 

study brings up evidence of support for organization internal software testing via unit 

testing. Concerning the development productivity, Ståhl & Bosch (2013) study shows 

evidence that especially parallel development, rebasing and merging of the code and 

troubleshooting the broken builds has support from Continuous Integration.  

 

Reliable releases mean that software releases have fewer risks. With Continuous 

Integration, the release frequency is increased, thus making each release to included 

fewer changes in the code. Fewer changes in the code decreases fixing effort in cases of 

conflicts in code as you must review small amount of changes, which, on the other 

hand, are also fresh in mind of developers easing the recall of implementation, as 

Fowler & Foemmel (2006) point out. Continuous Integration also makes it possible to 

easily roll back to previous release, if new release is dysfunctional, making it sure that 

there is always functional software build available. (Chen, 2015) In Ståhl & Bosch 

(2013) case study, the evidence is found for increased software product reliability, by 

finding the bugs in early phases by frequent systems tests and integration of builds done 

in their own branches, which diminishes risk of errors when main branches’ release is 

done. 

 

With Continuous Integration, the product quality is increased by automated tests run on 

software build after each commit. This means that after commits, the software build is 

always compiling and functional diminishing the risk that the bugs are released to 

productions builds. (Chen, 2015) Fowler & Foemmel (2006) address also increase in 

product quality through Continuous Integration practices but emphasizes that the effect 

on product quality is highly dependent to the quality of the test suite. 

 

The improved customer satisfaction with Continuous Integration arises from the 

increased reliability and quality of releases. Fowler & Foemmel (2006) support 
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improved customer satisfaction on Continuous Integration, by pointing out that the 

barrier between customer and development, which is biggest barrier according to 

authors, is significantly decreased by short release cycles enhancing the development 

process in a wider scope also. Chen (2015) elaborates that according to case study, 

increased quality, and reliability of software releases by Continuous Integration 

established the trust from customer towards the development team. 

3.3 Continuous Integration Adoption Challenges 

Among the benefits, there are also challenges identified in Continuous Integration. 

Challenges can be divided to categories as organizational, process and technical 

challenges (Chen, 2015). Challenges can be furthermore divided to adoption challenges 

and operational challenges.  

 

According to Chen (2015), biggest challenges in adopting the Continuous Integration 

are the organizational challenges. The organizational challenges arise from the feature 

that release activities involve multiple organizational divisions, which has own interests 

and working methods. Thus, introducing the Continuous Integration, these barriers 

between involved parties needs to be overcome (Chen, 2015). Supporting the 

organizational challenges, there is pointed out that changing the customary working 

methods will have some friction especially among developers, whom working methods, 

the frequent integration style has significant impact. This is caused by the lack of 

knowledge of benefits and lack of trust towards Continuous Integration. (Debbiche, 

Dienér & Svensson, 2014) (Shahin, Babar & Zhu, 2017) In the research, Shahin, Babar 

& Zhu (2017) elaborate the organizational challenges, by pointing out that they are 

perceived especially within distributed teams, due to demand for increased demand for 

communication and collaboration. 

 

Process challenges, introduced by Chen (2015), include the clash with traditional 

processes, which may cause delay to integration process. Chen (2015) describes 

example with such clash, as in his case study, every feature needed to be approved by 

another company internal party, causing multiple days delay to release process with new 

feature. The process challenges may emerge also as when different development parts 

of software product are not able to achieve desired integration frequency, causing delay 

to integration of whole product (Debbiche et al., 2014). Relating to process challenges, 

the knowledge about integrations of new features to the main branch may cause 

problems as, after the integration, the error and feature lists need to be updated and 

available for members participating in project. If the knowledge is not efficiently 

transferred to participants, it may cause conflicts on working tasks and, furthermore, on 

integration when developers are integrating their branches. (Shahin et al., 2017) 

 

Third category of challenges pointed out by Chen (2015) is technical challenges. 

Technical challenges include the Continuous Integration IT environment set up. IT 

environment challenges involve choosing fitting tools and technologies for Continuous 

Integration, avoiding the vendor lock-in and dealing with Continuous Integration 

environment unfitting legacy applications used in the organization, as Chen (2015) 

brings up. The challenges with used tools within Continuous Integration are caused also 

by the inefficiency of the tools. As with the original integration process, the tools have 

been sufficient, but after introducing the frequent integrations the tools are causing 

bottlenecks to process. (Debbiche et al., 2014) The inefficiency of tools is perceived in 

form of lack of reliability and barrier for learning using the tools (Shahin et al., 2017). 
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3.4 Continuous Integration in Embedded Software Development 

The automated testing, as a central part of Continuous Integration, in embedded 

software development has multiple challenges. In comparison to traditional software 

testing, the embedded software testing has additional challenges due to client interfaces 

are typically very limited. Second point causing challenges for testing embedded 

software is that the inter software components’ interfaces are typically rather complex, 

diminishing efficient usability of them in testing. As third difference towards the 

traditional testing is that embedded software is tightly coupled to hardware. The 

hardware dependency causes limited access for testers to test the embedded software, as 

the software needs to be tested in the actual embedded device instead of PC 

environment and the access to device may be shared with other testers and established 

only through remote servers. (Embedded Software Testing Challenges, n.d.) Embedded 

software test automation challenges are introduced in more detail below. 

 

For establishing the automated testing for embedded device, there is requirement for 

creating tool for accessing the application programming interfaces (API), if the 

embedded system is not build on the platform providing API functions by itself. Via 

API, the embedded device functions can be controlled from automated testing tool, 

which is requirement for functional testing. Creating the testing tool for controlling API, 

requires amount of work, which hinders the Continuous Integration adoption within 

projects developing embedded software. (Mårtensson, Ståhl & Bosch, 2016) 

 

Mårtensson et al. (2016) brings up that, in embedded software development, the 

automated testing is limited due to there is lots of usability features linked to UI, which 

are complex to test via automated testing. Mårtensson et al. (2016) elaborates about the 

automated testing of features relating to UI, bringing up that especially use cases, 

including the human’s subjective experiences to UI event, are very complex to test with 

automated test case to give conclusive results.  

 

Further challenges, in practicing Continuous Integration with embedded software, arise 

when there is tightly coupled system with high degree of dependencies between system 

and embedded software. I this case, introducing small change to software build, requires 

building of the large part of the system, which lead to long build times, which are not 

desirable in the Continuous Integration. (Mårtensson et al. 2016) 

 

Embedded software may be running on specialized hardware instead of commercial 

hardware. In this case, embedded testing requires specialized hardware on test 

environment, to be able to run embedded software on it in automated testing. The 

availability of the specialized hardware may cause the bottleneck in establishing the test 

environment. Problem becomes more acute, when company has variation of hardware 

configurations for different customers. In this case, establishing automated testing, 

requires each hardware variant included in test environment. (Mårtensson et al. 2016) 

The emulators and simulators can be used for solving the problem of limited availability 

of hardware. However, the problem in that solution is that the results with emulators are 

not reliable, especially concerning the performance of software. (Challenges of Test 

Automation on Embedded Systems: An overview, n.d.) 

 

Relating to challenges with variety of hardware test setups, need for tool for accessing 

the API of the software and the tight coupling between software and hardware emerges 

together a challenge. The problem manifests itself when interfaces change in hardware 

or software, as when change is introduced to interfaces, there is need for updating 
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changes to tool accessing the API and/or changing hardware test setup.  Alternating the 

hardware setup and updating the test tool, demands the extensive test system design and 

maintenance efforts. (Challenges of Test Automation on Embedded Systems: An 

overview, n.d.) 

3.5 State of Continuous Integration in Target Organization 

This chapter discusses the state of the Continuous Integration in the target 

organization’s specific project, in which study was executed. First, the IT and 

organization context are discussed by having impact on the Continuous Integration 

process. After giving background of IT and organizational context for the Continuous 

Integration, the actual Continuous Integration process is examined. Continuous 

Integration process’ aspects are discussed from the customer’s and Continuous 

Integration team’s perspective. After addressing and discussing the Continuous 

Integration process from customer’s and Continuous Integration team’s perspective, the 

problem points in Continuous Integration and their experienced impacts by the customer 

and Continuous Integration team are discussed. Lastly the development on the 

Continuous Integration on the case project is discussed. 

 

First, to give background for Continuous Integration in case project, IT environment is 

described in high level. The IT environment as in case project is illustrated in figure 

below. 
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Figure 4: Continuous integration IT environment on case project 

 

As presented in the Figure 4, IT environment is consisted of one server machine with 

multiple virtual machines as executor slaves for Jenkins jobs. The virtual machines are 

used for building and executing automated tests for test builds. Number of virtual 

machines as executors allows parallel build execution on automation server test 

environment. The IT environment also includes physical build / test servers. The virtual 

and physical build / test servers include simulated test environments, where tests are run 

to ensure that each software version is executable. Consistent problems with the IT 

environment are that the virtual machines are not continuously steady, causing service 

breaks on Continuous Integration. Moreover, usual cause for the virtual machine 

unsteadiness is the virtual network adapter, connecting virtual machines to company’s 

internal network. The unsteadiness manifests itself, by virtual network adapter crashing, 

causing all the executors to be unavailable simultaneously.  

 

The case project is located organizationally in to three-time zones, causing 8 hours’ 

time difference between customer and Continuous Integration team. The time zone 

difference causes communication delays between customer and Continuous integration 

team, which are problematic in case of severe problems on automation server, thus, 

having impact on the Continuous integration process. However, the time zone 

difference has also advantages, as the updates for automation server are easy to deploy 

and verify during the low activity periods, diminishing the risk of hampering the 

Continuous Integration service towards customer during and after update process. 
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After addressing background of IT and organizational context for the Continuous 

Integration, the actual Continuous Integration process can be examined. In the study’s 

context project, the Continuous integration process is executed as having development 

branches, which are concerning individual features of the product. Branches have 

automated building and testing jobs on automation server, which are used to verify 

branches state. These development branches are triggered by either automatic trigger 

based on the commits made on each branch’s repository or manually by developers, 

depending on customer’s requests based on the automation server’s performance level. 

Occasionally relatively high load of activity was introduced on the automation server, 

when triggering the branch verification automatically on the code changes made on the 

branch, causing automated verification job to be fully executed for branches every time 

they had commit. Due to high load, the decision was made to developers to trigger the 

branch verification build manually to avoid overloading automation server. So as 

executing the research, the state of the branch verification trigger was implemented as 

manual trigger by developers, for the time being. After the branch verification is 

executed, the feedback email is sent to developer. After successful branch verification, 

the branch is viable to be merged to trunk. Trunk has also automated verification job on 

the place, which is triggered by code changes due to merges to the trunk. If trunk 

verification encounters failure, the email is sent to build team, which will take actions to 

fix the trunk. The flow of the Continuous Integration process of the research’s context 

project is represented in Figure 5 below. 
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Figure 5: Continuous Integration process flow in case project 

     

The problems, in the described flow in Figure 5, emerge when there are multiple builds 

parallel triggered to Build and Automated tests actor, which consists of virtual machines 

created inside the automation server dedicated to executors for automation server. In 

case of large amount of parallel builds, the duration of activity between triggering the 

build and automated tests and sending feedback to developer increases. However, there 

are occasional cases, in which even without large amount of parallel builds, the build 

times of individual builds vary. The build duration variance between fastest and slowest 

build is manifold, thus, causing very long waiting period for developer to get result of 

his/her build and automated tests in worst case. This, on the other hand, causes delays to 

integration to trunk, so the whole Continuous Integration process is impacted. Build 

durations varying manifold, causing also the problem for defining the maximum build 

time, as in some cases the not jammed, but extremely slow builds, is being cancelled 

due to “too tight” limit. As a summary, mentioned issues causes problems to customer 

as a bottleneck in their process.  

 

Additionally, there is builds, which are occasionally failing for random reasons. The 

reasons may be example failed connection to targets or some resource not available on 

automation server environment. This kind of problems usually manifests itself on the 

post-build step of the Jenkins, which includes typically copying artifacts from the build 
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and sub builds to network server. This causes occasional “false” failures to builds, 

causing developers to request support from Continuous Integration team. The 

assumption of post-build actions on Jenkins is that, if build is successfully executed, 

there should not be failures on the post-build actions. However, the occurrence of this 

incident is very occasional in the initial state of the context project, making it hard to 

determine what would be the root cause. This problem needs monitoring support, to be 

able to detect when the builds are failing in the post-build step where they certainly 

should not be failing and having performance indicators in place to be able to see the 

state of the automation server environment when problems are occurring. 

 

The problem with the extremely slow builds comes even more acute due to time zone 

differences between customer and case project, which results in most of the activity on 

the automation server to night time of Continuous Integration team’s location, causing 

delayed reaction for support requests from customer. This led to situations where 

Continuous Integration team had multiple support requests from customer and build 

team to act or investigate the automation server build slowness. However, the 

investigation of problems, in the initial state of the context project, was restricted to 

going through builds and see from the logs what takes long and looking from the 

Jenkins load statistics if there were starving on server resources. Finding the root cause 

was hard due to lots of builds run and lots of variance in load statistics overnight. 

Furthermore, the resource availability during the specific build was impossible to 

determine accurately. To be able conclude the reason for build slowness, the need was 

raised to be able accurately monitor and gather data about builds and automation 

server’s available resources during the builds. As a summary, abovementioned issues 

caused problem for Continuous Integration team to act on the constant requests 

concerning the same issue. 

 

The Continuous Integration process have been developing on the case project as a target 

for being as automated as possible simultaneously retaining the reliability of service; the 

reliability of service being the focus to ensure continuous service availability. Example 

of the trade-offs between reliability and high level of automation is the manual 

triggering versus the automatic triggering of branch verifications. Another developing 

feature in the Continuous Integration service in case project is moving to automated 

integration of branch to trunk after successful verification, making the integration more 

frequent. Automated integration after successful verifications is seen also important, by 

diminishing running redundant branch verifications for ticked branches in case that 

trunk is updated, causing merge conflicts before developer decides manually to merge 

branch to trunk after successful branch verification. For being able to ensure reliable 

service, the case project’s customer and Continuous Integration team has identified need 

for being able to gather extensive monitoring data about automation server performance 

during builds. Monitoring data establishes to be able to identify possible root causes for 

build duration variations and “falsely” failing builds due to missing resource in post-

build steps or errors in connecting to target.   
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4. Server Performance Monitoring and 
Performance Indicators  

This chapter focuses on describing the server performance monitoring techniques based 

on the existing literature and web sources. The chapter starts by discussing purpose and 

goal for server monitoring. After defining the need for server monitoring, the 

performance indicators, and metrics, in the server performance monitoring, are 

discussed in definitive level. Next, the general monitoring methods for servers are 

discussed to describe the monitoring process in high-level. After defining the general 

monitoring methods, the monitoring in Java applications are discussed, as this research 

context concerns the Java application monitoring. For a closure, the server performance 

aspects relating to Continuous Integration are discussed. 

 

To give summary about server monitoring in general: Server monitoring is process of 

continuously gathering information about target server or servers. Server monitoring is 

established by tailored tool for defined platform/platforms, providing solution for 

defined requirements, by gathering the data about server regarding server’s availability, 

operations, security, and performance. The server monitoring is widely used in the 

business fields, which rely on IT. The monitoring is essential, as the availability of 

services have huge impact on the organizations, causing costs and reputation losses 

during downtime or service quality disruptions. Especially nowadays, as IT is spreading 

to new business fields, the importance of server monitoring is increasing its presence. 

(What is server monitoring and why is it important?, n.d.) The business fields, which 

are providing their services via Web to customers, have obviously biggest impact from 

the web service availability. Not only downtime, but also quality of service is important 

within the increasing competition to ensure customer satisfaction and competitive 

advantage. (Sorin, 2008) 

4.1 Benefits of Server Monitoring 

In this chapter, the benefits of server monitoring are discussed based on the literature. 

The benefits are discussed, including perspective from customers and organizations, to 

be able to map how these to stakeholder relate to server monitoring activities and which 

are common interest for stakeholders. 

 

As Sorin (2008) points out, main goal for server monitoring, generally, is to be able to 

gather information about server performance and error events, diagnose the problem 

and provide information about causes of problems to stakeholders, such as customers. 

By establishing monitoring on server, the problems can be prevented before they 

manifest themselves by making preventive actions based on monitoring. The reasons for 

server monitoring necessity, includes ensuring availability through identifying problem 

indicators and making preventive actions before problems manifest themselves. 

Availability is obviously important feature of server, as with hampered availability 

every process related to server is hampered directly. (Sorin, 2008) The availability 

problems lead to causing costs for company during the time the server is down and to be 

able to get server back up. (What is server monitoring and why is it important?, n.d.) 

 

Another reason for server monitoring is to be able to maintain status information of 

multiple servers, which without monitoring would be troublesome as requiring lots of 

manual work. Burden for keeping up with the server status is extensively induced with 

http://www.monitance.com/en/product-news/what-is-server-monitoring-and-why-is-it-important/)
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having globally distributed remote servers. In this case, the administrator would need to 

check in to them manually. Manual work can be avoided by having monitoring system, 

which will fetch information about remote servers automatically. Also, status of 

specialized servers executing specific task would be hard to extract without tailored 

monitoring, which can use trigger from task to update the status information to 

monitoring system. Automatically gathered status information, from multiple locations 

and numbers of servers, can be used to remotely prevent the problems to escalate 

without requiring physical presence of administrator on site. (Sorin, 2008) 

 

Third key reason for server monitoring is to be able to maintain status information of 

external services for stakeholders, such as customers, who doesn’t have interface to 

server without established monitoring, or organizations, which is using third party 

services. This ensures that customer or organization can identify the point of failure on 

service without needing to do manual checking on services. (Sorin, 2008) Lastly, as 

Sorin (2008) brings up, with multiple servers combining different services to process is 

possible to easily detect point of failure with server monitoring. Without server 

monitoring multiple servers would need to be gone through to be able to identify point 

of failure. 

4.2 Server monitoring methods 

In this chapter the monitoring methods are discussed referring the literature and web 

sources. The monitoring methods, in this context, mean operations to extract and 

provide data about server status through performance metrics. The monitoring systems 

differ in their scope. The scope can be focused on the system status in broad scope, 

which means gathering data about service availability, error events and activity of 

server; or focused on the definitive scope, focusing on the specific resources of server, 

such as ping status, CPU monitor or memory monitor. However, typically, in practice, 

the monitoring system consists of combination of definitive and broad scope monitoring 

data. Another differentiating feature of monitoring system is that they may be internal 

or external. Internal monitoring system means that the monitor is run in the same system 

as the monitored target and, vice versa, the external monitoring system means that 

monitor is run on the external system. (Sorin, 2008) In this thesis context the monitoring 

system will be internal so, in this chapter, the internal monitoring system type is 

focused.  

 

As stated afore, the scope of monitoring system defines the output of monitoring 

system, thus playing crucial part in determining the applicability of monitoring system 

to different use cases. For establishing efficient server monitoring solution to defined 

server environment, there needs to be defined the scope for monitoring by defining the 

performance indicators to be monitored, reflecting the requirements for monitoring 

needs in the defined server environment. Performance indicators conclude of the 

metrics concerning the system status on the broader and in definitive scope. Example of 

indicators of monitoring system, in subtle level, are: CPU load, memory load, disk 

speed, network speed, error rate, success rate, uptime, thread count (Essential Server 

Performance Metrics you should know, but were reluctant to ask, n.d.), concerning the 

definitive scope; and error count in time period, activity in time period and service 

availability, concerning the broad scope for example (Sorin, 2008). As a total, these 

indicators establish the data pool to be gathered for answering to requirements of 

monitoring system. 
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After definition of performance indicators, the monitoring system needs to have 

mechanism implemented for functionality of data gathering and providing to 

stakeholders, such as administrators. The data gathering is implemented by executing 

operations, including testing disk speed, CPU load, memory load, error frequency 

counter, error event handler or some other operation related on defined performance 

indicators, on server within defined frequency. The frequency to monitoring needs to be 

frequent enough to be able to gather accurate data for events, without being too frequent 

to consume too significant amount of system resources. After data is gathered, the 

monitoring system has mechanism for storing the gathered data in form of log, for 

example, and mechanism to alert administrators automatically in occurrence of problem 

event based on gathered data. (Sorin, 2008) Typically, as Sorin (2008) points out, there 

is also trap/alert mechanism for being able to handle problem occurrence in between the 

polling in defined frequency. Along with notification system in problem occurrence, the 

performance information is delivered to defined stakeholders via on-screen GUI, email, 

or some other notification media (Sorin, 2008).  

 

Through defined metrics and mechanisms for storing data and alerting administrators, 

the goal is to be able to identify and investigate problems in server and, in broader 

scope, to establish the observability of server. Identifying the problems means that 

monitoring solution gathers data, which is automatically derived to indicators to provide 

information about problem occurrence. Identifying the problem occurrence, establishes 

possibility of making automated corrective actions to solve problem, for example, in 

case of running out of disk space by freeing up the disk space automatically (Sorin, 

2008). In turn, investigating the problems means that monitoring solution provides also 

data, which can be used to deduce root cause for problem occurrence. (Monitoring 101: 

Collecting the right data, n.d.)  

4.3 Key Performance Indicators of Server 

In this chapter, the performance indicators are discussed in detail based on the existing 

literature and web sources. Along with mapping the key performance indicators, this 

chapter discusses about how data should be gathered and handled to make it as useful as 

possible. The goal for this chapter is to offer broad view of different performance 

indicators, which can be used to implement monitoring systems to answer for different 

requirements. As the foundation of which metrics should be included on the data 

gathering, the point is made that as much different metrics should be gathered as 

reasonably can be gathered to ensure that there is not information deficiency when 

monitoring system is used, especially in case of complex systems (Monitoring 101: 

Collecting the right data, n.d.).  

 

The performance indicators can be furtherly divided into categories as work metrics, 

resource metrics and other metrics. The work metrics focus on measuring how system 

works in high level and includes, for example, indicators such: amount of successful 

operations in time period, success percentage of executed operations, error results from 

operations in time period, performance, which qualifies how efficiently the server 

executes operations by defined performance indicator, and the activity, which measures 

the sum of operations the server executed in time period. As a summarization, the work 

metrics measures how the server works, by focusing on the whole system performance, 

including all its components without focusing on the data of single components’ 

performance. (Monitoring 101: Collecting the right data, n.d.) (Sorin, 2008) 
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The resource metrics focus on monitoring the low-level status of the server. Resource 

metrics includes the disk speed, CPU load, memory load, resource availability, thread 

count and network speed, for example (Sorin, 2008). With these metrics the diagnostic 

in problems occurrence is possible. (Monitoring 101: Collecting the right data, n.d.) As 

a difference for work metrics, which focus on the system performance, the resource 

metrics focuses on measuring performance of single components of the system (Sorin, 

2008).  The higher-level system component, such as database or some external service, 

can also be considered as resource metric, if it is measured as a part of bigger system. In 

this case, the component’s measurement value can be, for example, availability or 

response time of the component (Monitoring 101: Collecting the right data, n.d.).     

 

The accuracy, interpretability, correctness, and usefulness are central quality attributes 

of any data. In monitoring case, they can be supported by gathering and handling data 

properly. First, data should be easy to interpret. This can be ensured by naming and 

grouping data efficiently. Among naming, the consistent schema makes data to be easily 

interpretable. Also, short description with data, which is not self-explanatory, should be 

used to support interpretability. Secondly, the data should be granular, meaning that 

data should be gathered in suitable intervals. With intervals, it is possible to determine 

specific time window of problem occurrence and investigate system state on that time 

window. By having too long intervals on data gathering, the problem occurrence may 

get concealed by amount of gathered data. Lastly, keeping data stored after gathering is 

important to be able to reference data along time to see long time evolvement of system 

behavior. Storing data long time makes it possible to use average values for monitored 

data, thus establishing “normal state” for the system. (Monitoring 101: Collecting the 

right data, n.d.) 

4.4 Challenges on Server Monitoring 

The existing identified challenges and problem points in server monitoring are 

discussed in this chapter. By identifying the challenges and problems, the monitoring 

solution can be enhanced to better, by taking defined challenges and problems in to 

account on monitoring process and, thus, establishing more mature monitoring tool 

solution.  

 

In high level, challenges are introduced to server monitoring along with operating 

system upgrades and growing number of servers. Each operating system upgrade poses 

a requirement for modifying the monitoring solution, as the interfaces between used 

monitoring tool and operating system may change. As for the growing number of 

servers, the overhead of getting the monitoring setup running efficiently poses 

challenge. (Solving the Top 5 Server Monitoring Challenges, n.d.) 

 

Considering the challenge with monitoring large number of servers, including remote 

locations, there obviously needs to be automated remote monitoring to be able to gather 

information from physically dislocated servers and automated alerting to notify the 

administrators, regardless the timing of the event. When thinking in the high level of the 

monitoring process as a whole: utilizing, maintaining, and customizing the monitoring 

solution are the key factors when considering the efficiency of monitoring especially 

with large number of targets. (Solving the Top 5 Server Monitoring Challenges, n.d.) 

 

When company size increases, there is high possibility that server fleet included in the 

processes, includes different type of servers, such as Linux, Windows, and possibly 

other variants. This means that monitoring solution needs to be able to be fitted to each 
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type of servers. As a solution, for these kind of heterogeneous server environments, the 

monitoring tools needs to be platform independent, so data can be gathered from each 

type of server and, furtherly, presented in the unified form to administrator. With 

monitoring system fulfilling these requirements, the administrative effort for monitoring 

the servers is diminished. (Solving the Top 5 Server Monitoring Challenges, n.d.) 

 

As with emerging complexity in server environments, the challenge arises to gather 

meaningful data, which can be used to specify the root cause of the problems events. 

The complexity is introduced to the server environment as the operation executed at 

server includes using multiple interfaces of multiple applications, network devices and 

databases. This means that monitoring only, for example, the CPU speed or disk speed 

in specific time interval is not enough, as it doesn’t give insight about operation 

execution. To provide visibility for meaningful level of operation execution, monitoring 

solution needs to gather data about server status by considering each component related 

to operation execution. With meaningful level of visibility of operation execution, the 

monitoring data is gathered from server environment’s components such as hosts, 

applications, network devices, network services and databases. (Solving the Top 5 

Server Monitoring Challenges, n.d.) 

 

Virtualized environments, included in the IT environment, create complexity by 

themselves. As from monitoring point of the view, the virtualization requires adaptation 

for monitoring tool to be able to monitor virtualized services aside the non-virtual 

services. This means that along with monitoring components, such as hosts, 

applications, network devices, network services and databases, the virtual machines 

need to be monitored as well. (Solving the Top 5 Server Monitoring Challenges, n.d.) 

 

With established server environment, the typical solution for demand of increased 

performance is to add more hardware components to environment. With this solution, 

the problem is introduced as managing and monitoring the growing number of hardware 

grows simultaneously. As a summary, buying and managing the hardware additions 

causes costs in money and time to company. However, there is possibility that adding 

specific hardware component is not even necessary investments, as the bottleneck may 

lie on the different hardware resource at the server environment. For this, monitoring 

tool needs to gather data about resources as CPU speed, disk speed, available memory 

and storage, and provide information about which resource is possibly causing the 

bottleneck in the problem events. With these monitoring features, the bottleneck 

resources can be detected, and justified hardware additions made. (Solving the Top 5 

Server Monitoring Challenges, n.d.) 

4.5 Automation Server Performance in Continuous Integration 

Relating to Continuous Integration challenges, in more technical level, the automation 

server performance is in key role in the process. Importance for automation server 

performance is obvious due to integration process, including automated unit tests, 

software building and software deployment, is done on the automation server. 

Automation server performance must be considered when addressing concrete problems 

on executing the Continuous Integration after adoption. Concerning executing the 

Continuous Integration, Ståhl & Bosch (2014) bring up that most frequently reported 

problem existing in literature is build duration. Emphasizing the impact of long build 

durations, the long feedback time to developers has been identified as a central problem 

in Continuous Integration (Rogers, 2004) (Debbiche et al. 2014). As Brooks (2008) 

points out, the faster feedback time has shown evidence for making developer to 
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integrate more frequently, thus making the Continuous Integration process to function 

more efficiently. Another impact of long build times, brought up by Rasmusson (2004), 

is that long build time interrupts developers work until the build is finished, diminishing 

developers’ productivity. Laukkanen & Mäntylä (2015) conclude as well that the long 

builds influence to developers’ productivity, diminishing the net benefits from 

Continuous Integration process. The relation between build time and server 

performance is discussed below, including consideration of impacts of problem in 

question.  

 

The long build time is essentially caused by running the time consuming automated test 

set with integrations and building the software. Build duration increases in relation with 

the growing code base as the software building duration implicitly increases, but also 

the amount of unit and feature tests increases along with growing code base (Rogers, 

2004). Rasmusson (2004) mentions that the number of unit tests included in automated 

testing can commonly be hundreds, in which case the build duration might become 

bottleneck on the process. When looking at the root causes of what constitutes the 

duration of build time, through building the software and executing the automated tests, 

Rasmusson (2004) points out subjects: slow hardware, poorly written test, testing at the 

wrong architectural layer, large code base and network intensive tests. in Table 1 below, 

the long build root causes and solutions are proposed accordingly to Rasmusson (2004).  

 

Table 1: Long Build root causes and solutions  

 

Root cause Solution/solutions 

Slow hardware 

 

- Upgrade to faster hardware 

Exhaustively implemented/designed test 

 

- Redesign test to be testing only the 

functionality in scope 

Testing at the wrong architectural layer 

 

-  Redesign tests to be testing in 

architectural layer in scope 

Network intensive tests - Implement stubs and mocks 

simulating functionality 

Large code base - All solutions from above 

- Break application into sub domains 

and test sub domains separately 

- Run tests in parallel 

- Serialize the check-in process 

 

 

From long build causes, presented in Table 1, network intensive tests and slow 

hardware are directly tied to automation server performance. As brought up by 

Rasmusson (2004), concerning the build duration problem, CPU speed, disk speed and 

network throughput between the nodes in integration setup can drastically impact on the 

build times. 

 

Along with long build duration, the integration queue causes the delay to development 

process. The integration queue originates from multiple parallel branches being 

integrated daily and may cause occasional bottlenecks to integration process (Debbiche 

et al. 2014). To avoid exhaustive integration queue, the parallel builds are effective 

solution (Rasmusson, 2004). However, parallel builds are not problem free solution. 

The problems with parallel builds is emphasized especially when the project is large, 

causing large amount of build to be run daily, forcing the amount of parallel builds run 
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on the automation server to be increased, for avoiding having builds on queue waiting 

for available executor. This causes the overloads to server, which, onwards, causes 

build executions to take much longer. Another problem, caused by running the parallel 

builds on the automation server, is that server need to execute multiple parallel read and 

write operations when the build is run. This will cause another overload situation where 

the hard drive of automation server becomes bottleneck. (Rasmusson, 2004) (Build 

Automation: Top 3 Problems and How to Solve Them, n.d.) 

 

For avoiding too long builds and diminishing the development work, the maximum 

build time is preferable to be used on automation server, cancelling builds that are 

taking too long and, thus, blocking other builds execution and causing disruption to 

development work. Defining the maximum build time to relatively low is important, 

especially to support developers’ frequent code integration, simultaneously causing 

increased demand for automation server’s performance stability. (Beck, 2000) (Rogers, 

2004) However, problem in this solution is that the defined the maximum build time 

should not, in any case, cancel healthy active builds in any situations. The problem 

cases may emerge when multiple parallel builds are run on the automation server, 

causing the overload on server and, thus, making build times increase drastically, 

potentially making builds to exceed the maximum build time and causing them to be 

cancelled.  

4.6 Performance Monitoring of Java Virtual Machine 

In this chapter, the performance monitoring in Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is 

discussed, as Jenkins automation server, used in the research contexts, is built with Java 

and, thus, is running upon JVM. The significance, on focusing to running environment 

matter in JVM case, is that applications, implemented with Java, have built in 

implementation of API, supporting for resource management. This resource 

management interface, in Java libraries, is called Java Management Extension (JMX). 

With JMX API the application and system resource usages can be exposed and accessed 

from application. (Perry, 2002) (Monitoring the Java Virtual Machine, n.d.) 

 

Based on the Perry (2002) and (Java Management Extensions (JMX) for WebSphere 

Application Server, n.d.), the JMX architecture, including MXBeans (Platform 

MXBeans, n.d.), is presented in Figure 6 below. 
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Figure 6: Java Management Extension (JMX) architecture 

 

As a summary, for JMX as presented in Figure 6, the JMX constitutes from three 

different layers: instrumentation, agent, and distributed services. The lowest level, 

instrumentation, is management interface specification layer. In this layer, the 

operations, attributes, and notification system are defined for each MBean (Java 

Management Extensions (JMX) for WebSphere Application Server, n.d.). Via MBean, 

the specific system or application resource is accessed as Perry (2002) points out. 

Middle layer, in the JMX, is management agent layer, which contains MBean server. 

Resource management client must use this layer’s provided interfaces to access 

MBeans. The highest layer, in the architecture, is distributed services layer. In this 

layer, the remote access from application is implemented via connectors or protocol 

adapters. Connectors are objects, which provides client-side, protocol-independent, 

interface to MBean server; protocol adapters are server-side, protocol specific, access 

points to MBean server. (Java Management Extensions (JMX) for WebSphere 

Application Server, n.d.). 

 

More specific, on accessing the application resource usage data through JMX, there is 

management support library MBeans. The MBeans library includes support for 

implementing and instantiating manageable application or system resources, which can 

be accessed through virtual machine instance. (Perry, 2002) As considering how system 

resources could be efficiently accessed via application, there is predefined system 

resource management interface for accessing resources called MXBeans. MXBeans 

provide interface for management, for example, to Java virtual machines memory, 

threads, and operating system, to mention relevant ones regarding this research. 

Specifically, the MXBeans management interfaces, provide getter methods for fetching 

data about Java virtual machines resources, such as free physical memory, non-heap- 

and heap memory statistics, CPU load, and number of active threads, which are 

essential resource statistics considering monitoring of system. (Platform MXBeans, 

n.d.) (Monitoring the Java Virtual Machine, n.d.) Importantly, by using data provided 

by the platform MXBeans, it is possible to gather data for monitoring virtual machine 

instances’ run-time performances specifically, as JVM will handle resource allocation 

on processes running on it, altering the resource availability for applications.  Along 
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with predefined MXBeans, there is possibility to instantiate custom MBeans to extent 

MXBeans controlling and monitoring capabilities for application or system specific 

purposes (Perry, 2002).  
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5. Implementation of the Automation Server 
Monitoring Tool 

In this chapter, the current state of the automation server, in general and regarding the 

monitoring the server, is described. After creating background for the subject, the 

interfaces between monitoring tool and server environment are defined. Next, the 

requirements and testing methods are described for the monitoring tool. Lastly, 

collecting and notification methods are described, as in the monitoring tool 

implementation. After going through these subjects, the monitoring tool, implemented 

as instrument on this research, is defined by requirements and functionality. The code 

snippets are used to demonstrate central functionality implementation of the monitoring 

tool in the code level.   

5.1 Existing Automation Server Environment  

In this chapter, the state of the existing Jenkins automation server and monitoring 

related subjects are discussed at the starting point of the research. Along with 

introduction of the deficiencies in the existing system, the causes of each deficiencies 

are pointed out. 

 
The Jenkins automation server, used for the Continuous Integration process in the 

research context’s project, includes installed plugins to gather resource statistics from 

the server. However, problem with data provided by existing system, is that it is not 

sufficient to be able to answer for the project’s monitoring needs. One of the identified 

problems, with the existing state of the system, is that the resource statistics are not 

granular enough to be able to detect resource availability in specific Jenkins build. This 

problem manifests itself, especially, when there is single or few slow builds, in which 

case the resource statistics can’t be defined from the monitoring logs for the specific 

timeframe, relating to builds.  

 

Another major deficiency, with existing monitoring statistics, is that there is not enough 

performance metrics gathered from the server. For example, the disk speed evaluation is 

not included in the existing resource statistic. This is critical in the project’s server 

environment, as there are very high disk load situations, occurring occasionally, caused 

by the multiple simultaneous builds using copy operations on the disk. The server 

environment, used in the project, with single “super” server with multiple virtual 

machines, acting as build executors instead of distributed physical build servers, makes 

problem more acute as each of the virtual machines are using the same disk. 

 

Existing monitoring statistics include only very low-level variables, including CPU 

speed, memory usage and active thread count, for example. The monitoring statistics is 

gathered from the “super” server instance, and not from the individual virtual machine 

executors and external nodes, which causes monitoring statistics to not be conclusive 

regarding data about builds’ execution environments, which is key factor in the context. 

This manifests as the problem as the low-level resource data is not tied to higher level 

performance indicators, such as build time and build execution status. Therefore, it 

couldn’t be concluded, based on the data, that how the resource variations relate to build 

times and execution status. As the specific resource availability can’t be tied to overall 

server performance through build times, it is impossible to detect, for example, what is 

causing the bottleneck on the server during slow builds.   
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As the one deficiency, in the existing Jenkins environment, is identified as the not 

having trend monitoring and presenting through notifications established. This problem 

causes that there is not efficient way to see how build times and success/failure ratios 

have advanced over time. Advancement of build time durations would be necessary to 

be able to detect patterns in the average build time durations and success/failure ratios 

over time and, therefore, to be able to conclude possible point of time of slow build time 

initiator introduction to server, as bad update, for example. Regarding the notifications, 

the existing Jenkins system didn’t have automatic notification system for resource and 

build monitoring data. This is problematic as the Continuous integration team has to 

manually go through the monitoring UI to see overview, and then manipulate the UI to 

be able to see the specific timeframes of interest to see any resource statistics. As more 

problematic is the non-existence of the automatic notification send in specific time 

interval, including the build status, to be able to get quick overview of the server status 

on specific timeframe. 

5.2 Defining Requirements for Monitoring Tool 

In this chapter, the requirements are defined for this research’s monitoring tool. 

Demand for monitoring tool is initiated by Continuous Integration team of the case 

project, based on the service requests and input from the customer project. The 

requirements are based Continuous Integration team’s defined requirements, again, 

based on the customer projects feedback and experienced performance issues on the 

Jenkins automation server used for the Continuous Integration. The scope of the 

requirements is to be able to gather data about automation server performance, and, 

based on data, to be able to easily identify performance and other problems, such as 

false failures, on automated verification builds. Furthermore, scope includes to be able 

to investigate the possible root causes for performance variations and false failures on 

the automated verification builds.  

 

The requirements for monitoring can be divided in the high- and low-level 

requirements. High-level requirements, presented in Table 2 below, describe subjects 

relating to how monitoring tool should communicate with external software entities, 

used in the monitoring process, which are Elasticsearch server and operating system. In 

turn, low-level requirements, presented in table 3 below, describe subjects relating to 

which metrics are to be gathered from the server. Each item will have assigned ID, 

which is used to refer to requirement in text context and in verification of requirements 

via test suites. In the requirements the concept verification means Jenkins build, which 

is executing operations defined for it. When referring to the statistics of single 

verification, e.g. duration, the concept build is used. 
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Table 2: High-level requirements 

 

High-level requirement ID 

Monitoring tool is operating system platform independent R1 

Monitoring tool used HTTP post to deliver data to database server. R2 

Monitoring tool uses database API so that monitoring data is uploaded to pages 

regarding current verification, and daily and monthly aggregate statistics of 

verifications. 

R3 

Monitoring tool uses database API so that monitoring data is updated to database 

table to if table already exists 
R4 

Monitoring tool posts daily email to Continuous integration to defined email 

addresses including daily status report of verifications 
R5 

 

In Table 2, the high-level requirements are defined for the monitoring tool. The listed 

requirements are concerning how monitoring tool functionality on interacting with 

external entities. 

 

Table 3: Low-level requirements 

 

Low-level requirement ID 

Monitoring tool gathers queueing time for each verification and average 

queueing time of aggregate of verifications. 
R6 

Monitoring tool gathers total amount of executed builds for current day for each 

verification and aggregate of verifications 
R7 

Monitoring tool gathers total amount of successful, unstable, and failed builds 

for current day for each verification and aggregate of verifications 
R8 

Monitoring tool gathers average build duration for last 1 week for each 

verification 
R9 

Monitoring tool gathers average build duration for last 1 month for each 

verification 
R10 

Monitoring tool gathers average monthly build duration for last year for each 

verification  
R11 

Monitoring tool gathers maximum build duration of executed successful/unstable 

builds for current day for each verification and aggregate of verifications 
R12 

Monitoring tool gathers minimum build duration of executed successful/unstable 

builds for current day for each verification and aggregate of verifications 
R13 

Monitoring tool gathers average build duration for current day for each 

verification for unstable and successful builds 
R14 

Monitoring tool gathers build duration for build steps in Jenkins R15 

Monitoring tool gathers failure step when build fails R16 

Monitoring tool gathers status when build is finished R17 

Monitoring tool gathers disk speed stats during build steps R18 

Monitoring tool gathers CPU load during build steps  R19 

Monitoring tool gathers available CPU core status during build steps R20 

Monitoring tool gathers thread count on system during build steps R21 

Monitoring tool gathers free physical memory stats during build steps R22 

Monitoring tool gathers free virtual memory stats during build steps R23 

Monitoring tool gathers heap memory usage stats during build steps R24 

Monitoring tool gathers non-heap memory usage stats during build steps R25 

Monitoring tool gathers build status during build steps R26 
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In Table 3, the low-level requirements are defined for the monitoring tool. The listed 

requirements are concerning how monitoring tool internal functionality. Especially 

performance data gathering features are concerned in the Table 3.  

 
The requirements were gathered when the research was started and updated when as if 

there were improvements or adjustments to requirements. The requirements and 

adjustments to requirements were verified by the Continuous Integration team along the 

research process.  

5.3 Defining Monitoring Tool Interfaces 

In this chapter, the monitoring tool is defined in relation to server environment, by 

describing interfaces of monitoring tool to its running environment, as Jenkins in lowest 

level, Java virtual machine in next level above, and operating system in the highest 

level. The server environment is addressed to describe the interface between monitoring 

tool running on the build server and notification server, used to store, and presenting 

gathered data. 

 
The monitoring tool, which is the instrument in this research, is Jenkins plugin 

implementing the data gathering, refining, and posting to server. With monitoring tool, 

suitable database server for data storing and suitable server for data presenting, is to be 

used. In this research’s case, the monitoring system includes performance metrics 

gathering implementation running on the Jenkins instance, Elasticsearch server running 

on defined server, in which all monitoring data is stored from build servers, and Kibana 

server, in which Elasticsearch’s data is presented, running on the same server as 

Elasticsearch. In Figure 7 below, the mechanism of monitoring tool is described, 

including high level interfaces between monitoring system components, including build 

server, monitoring tool implementation, Elasticsearch server, and Kibana server relating 

to monitoring tool operations. 
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Figure 7: Interfaces related to monitoring tool operations 

 
The monitoring system operation, presented in Figure 7, starts with a call from Jenkins 

instance to monitoring tool, establishing the monitoring tool instance during the Jenkins 

automation build. Initiating call from Jenkins instance, next, initiates call from 

monitoring tool to Java API or operating system (OS) API. In case of direct OS API 

call, the operating system calls hardware components according to call arrived from 

monitoring tool. In case of Java API call, the Java runtime environment calls operating 

system according to call arrived from monitoring tool, and after that the operating 

system handles the call. Response got from the hardware component is handled in the 

operating system and delivered again to monitoring tool or Java runtime environment, 

depending which one initiated call. In either case, the response is delivered finally to 

monitoring tool, which is the original initiator of the call. Third form of call from 

monitoring tool is the direct call to Jenkins API. The Jenkins API implements interface 

for accessing Jenkins instance data. In the monitoring tool, the response data is refined 

to wanted form to be ready for delivery to Elasticsearch server. After data is refined, it 

is sent in JSON format to Elasticsearch server. The Elasticsearch server is also accessed 

for getting the existing JSON documents from the server and updating them, in case of 

aggregate statistics. Regarding the data presenting functionality, the Kibana server polls 

Elasticsearch server for data, which is pulled to Kibana server and presented there in 

HTML form. The automated notification system of the monitoring tool will be handled 

through sending email to defined recipients with including defined performance 

indicators in defined time intervals. The email notification sending is implemented 

monitoring tool externally with Jenkins job using the Elasticsearch as data source.  

 

For summary, concerning the interfaces of the monitoring tool, the monitoring tool 

introduces five interfaces between monitoring tool and external software entities. The 

four of the interfaces are outbound interfaces to external software entities. The outbound 

interfaces establish data fetching methods via Java virtual machine, operating system, 

and Jenkins instance and data transferring methods to and from database server as 
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described, in more detail, in the paragraph above. The last interface is the inbound 

interface for establishing access to the monitoring tool from Jenkins instance. With 

these interfaces the monitoring operation is executed in monitoring tool. 

5.4 Monitoring Tool Implementation  

In this chapter, the monitoring tool implementation is described with code snippets and 

examples of constructed JSONs used to store monitoring data on database server. As the 

high-level interfaces, constituting the monitoring tool, are described in Figure 7, the 

purpose of the chapter is to illustrate the implementation of the monitoring tool’s core 

functionality including mentioned interfaces. The code snippets and JSON examples, 

presented in this chapter, are not actual production code used in the monitoring tool, but 

illustrative examples of subjects. 

 

As starting from the basis of the monitoring tool, the programming language used for 

the implementation is Java. Choosing Java for the programming language for 

implementation is justified, because the Jenkins itself is written with Java. Another 

reason seconding Java is that the Java language can be run anywhere after compilation, 

as it is run on the Java virtual machine. Thus, monitoring tool can be deployed to any 

operating system that has Java installed. In the PC environment, the monitoring tool is 

integrated to Jenkins as external plugin. This ensures that monitoring tool is easily 

deployable to Jenkins instances. Along with ensuring operating system independency 

and portability to Jenkins environment, the monitoring tool implementation is planned, 

by focusing on keeping external application interfaces of monitoring tool as simple as 

possible to ensure reusability and low maintenance demand. Basically, only dependency 

of the monitoring tool is database server to be receiving JSON maps of monitoring 

results.  

5.4.1 Monitoring Tool Software Architecture and Internal 
Communication 

In this chapter overview is described about the monitoring tool software architecture 

and internal communication. Describing software architecture used for implementing 

the monitoring tool, the simplified class diagram of the monitoring tool is presented in 

Figure 13 below. Figure 13 addresses the implementation of monitoring tool instance 

introduced as one entity in Figure 7. Figure 13 will only describe the methods of 

classes, which are implementing internal interfaces between classes or external 

interfaces between monitoring tool and operating system or Java virtual machine. 

Besides described methods, there are methods in the monitoring tool classes, which 

implements the internal logic of specific class, but do not implement interface calls for 

class and are thus left out of the architecture description. 
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Figure 13: Simplified class diagram of monitoring tool  

 

Relating to Figure 13, as going deeper to monitoring tool functional implementation 

logic, the monitoring tool is implemented as event-based monitoring. This means that 

monitoring tool will execute monitoring operations only in case that specific event 

triggers are received. After the event trigger is received at monitoring tool, the 

monitoring data fetching operations, fetching data from Jenkins instance, Java 

environment and operating system environment, and transmitting operations, sending 

data to database server, will be executed. The monitoring process is described method 

by method in the paragraphs below.  

 

As presented in Figure 13, the monitoring tool is implemented with four classes. As the 

interface between monitoring tool and Jenkins instance, the StepEventProcessorBuilder 
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class will have one interface method towards Jenkins instance. This interface method is 

the StepEventProcessorBuilder constructor method and is used for constructing the 

monitoring tool instance on the Jenkins build. As parameters, the 

StepEventProcessorBuilder constructor method will use buildStep, which is enum as 

described in the class diagram on the StepEventProcessorBuilder parameters; 

ticketBranchIdentifier, which is Boolean type parameter and index as String type 

parameter. The buildStep parameter is used for constructing build step specific rows to 

JSON maps, and the ticketBranchIdentifier and index parameters are together used for 

constructing indexes for JSON maps on database server. Perform method of the 

StepEventProcessorBuilder is the automatically called method, which accesses 

StepEventProcessor instance and calls its receiveEvent method for monitoring the 

resource statistics.  

 

As next in monitoring operation process, the receiveEvent method is called. The 

receiveEvent method has parameters as: buildStep, which is type Enum as in 

StepEventProcessorBuilder; env parameter, which is the object of EnvVars type, which 

is implemented in the Hudson library (Class EnvVars, n.d.); and build, which is also 

from Hudson library (Class Build, n.d.); TicketBranchIdentifier and the index 

parameters are identical to StepEventProcesssorBuilders respective parameters.  

 

Next in monitoring operation process, the appendSystemLoadToJson of 

StepEventProcessor is called. The appendSystemLoadToJson is method, which will call 

getXResouceData method of StepAction and append received monitoring values to 

Map, which is used for constructing final JSON map to be stored to database server. 

The getXResourceData method described here is abstracted example method of each 

resource fetching methods so it represents the calls to Java API to fetch resource data. 

Lastly, postJsonNorification class will be accessed for posting the JSON map to 

database via PostJsonNotificationCallable method. The postJsonNorification will take 

parameters: json, which is String including the constructed JSON map; and 

noficationUrl, which is string containing complete URL of database server for to be 

stored JSON map. 

 

Summarization about the communication sequence, described in the paragraphs above, 

is illustrated in Figure 14 below. 
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Figure 14: Communication diagram of monitoring tool  

 

Figure 14 addresses method calls relating to monitoring tool classes introduced in 

Figure 13, and their call sequence in the monitoring event. The 3.n. getXResourceData() 

method call represents abstracted method for calling each of system resources data 

fetching methods.  

 

As a summary, the monitoring tool’s software communication logic is implemented by 

having exactly one interface used for the communication over the classes. Only 

exception is the JenkinsSystemMonitor class, where interfaces, as getter methods, are 

implemented for each resource statistic. Also, the method signatures of the methods 

implementing the interface calls between the classes are implemented to be as simple 

and constant as possible. These features ensure the loose coupling between the classes, 

which is desirable architectural feature in the object-oriented programming by making 

classes to be as independent as possible. As a short, the loose coupling will ensure that 

modifying one class doesn’t require modification on other classes. On the other hand, 

each of the class have very specific functional role on the monitoring tool. For example, 

StepEventProcessorBuilder classes only purpose is to implement UI interface for 

accessing monitoring tool from the Jenkins instance; the StepEventProcessor 

implements handling event received from the StepEventProcesssorBuilder and 

constructing JSON maps containing the monitoring data; the JenkinsSystemMonitor 

implements methods fetching monitoring data; the PostJsonNotification implements 

posting functionality of JSON map over HTTP. By having specific roles for each class, 

ensures that monitoring tool has high cohesion within the classes. With high cohesion 

the maintainability and reusability of the classes increases. (Martin, 2009) 
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5.4.2 Monitoring Tool Software Functions 

 

For giving more detailed description about the method calls introduced in Figure 13, 

each of the method calls, and their functionality is described in this chapter. The events 

for monitoring tool is implemented as API call from the Jenkins instance to monitoring 

tool plugin. The API interface in monitoring tool plugin is implemented by public 

constructor method to be called during builds to initiate data gathering operations at 

monitoring tool. The constructor’s method signature requires build step, database index 

and branch type information. Example of method to be used as interface is presented 

below: 

 
@DataBoundConstructor 

public StepEventProcessorBuilder(@Nonnull String buildStep, Boolean 

ticketBranchIdentifier,@Nonnull String elasticsearchIndex) { 

    this.buildStep = StepEventProcessor.BuildStep.valueOf(buildStep); 

    this.ticketBranchIdentifier = ticketBranchIdentifier; 

    this.platformIdentifier = platformIdentifier; 

    this.elasticsearchIndex = elasticsearchIndex; 

} 

 

Above described constructor method is to be called during Jenkins builds in four 

different points, which are in the beginning of pre-scm, build, post-build, and as last in 

post-build step. With this schema, we will get information about beginning of build, 

beginning of each build step types, and of build completion. Calling from each step, 

which are to be monitored, is necessary as Jenkins doesn’t offer interface for accessing 

the events of moving from each build step type to other, but only the starting and ending 

events of the builds. Requiring interface to be called during the builds will require 

manual work when the builds are established, but after that interface calling steps can be 

kept as unchanged and reused in other builds as well. Although, the flexibility of using 

interface, calling methods for monitoring events, makes it possible to flexibly remove 

the triggering of monitoring operations on specific builds or during specific build steps 

(pre-scm, build, post-build). This makes monitoring tool more flexible in sense that it is 

not necessary to gather data from build steps or builds, which are not in the interest. 

 

After call is made from the Jenkins build to monitoring tool interface, the monitoring 

operations are executed at the monitoring tool. The monitoring operations are 

implemented in the class, which provides interface for resource statistic data fetching 

operations via Java and operation system API calls, as described in high level in Figure 

7. Gathered resource statistics are described in Table 3, as requirements for the 

monitoring tool. Example implementation of resource fetching interface method, 

concerning using the Java API, is presented in below:  

 
double getCPULoadOnMaster(){ 

    return (ManagementFactory.getOperatingSystemMXBean() 

.getSystemLoadAverage()); 

} 

 

Above presented method will fetch resource statistic from Jenkins master via Java API, 

as the plugins are run on Jenkins master instance. Each different resource statistic using 

Java API is fetched similarly with specific MXbean interface calls. The resource data 

fetching calls, as above, are operating system independent as they are using the Java 

API, which will handle calling the operating system interfaces and handling response. 

API calls, through MXbeans, will provide accurate statistics of performance of the 
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application as they are run inside the Java environment, as is the monitored application 

instance itself. This means that data is representing the actual resource availability, 

which is available to application in execution environment. However, some resource 

statistics interfaces, established Java virtual machine API, has insufficient support in 

case of some operating systems, as API documentation describes. (Platform MXBeans, 

n.d.) However, handling the output of such interface methods, which are documented to 

be possibly dysfunctional in some operating systems, should ensure the flexibility 

regarding the operation system environment.  

 

For ensuring the data reliability, the resource monitoring statistics are implemented via 

Java API calls, as the data fetching from operating system API is not necessarily 

representing the actual resource availability for Java application instance in execution 

environment. This mismatch between operating system’s and Java execution 

environment’s resources, originates from that Java execution environment may have 

restrictions regarding the available memory and will always have overhead processes 

reserving part of the available resources (Java Virtual Machine: The Essential Guide, 

n.d.). On the other hand, using the Java methods and interfaces for fetching resource 

statistics ensures that the implementation will be working platform independently. 

 

In addition, in cases, where slave nodes and virtual machines inside the Jenkins master 

node are used, the resource monitoring calls needs to run as remote commands to get 

resource statistic specifically from the instance that build is running on. This is 

established by using RemotingDiagnostics Java class from Jenkins libraries, which 

implements command execution as string in over virtual channel. (Class 

RemotingDiagnostics, n.d.). In this the implementation, the corresponding method call 

for getCPULoadOnMaster, introduced above, has syntax for the node instance 

monitoring using RemotingDiagnostics class as: 

 
Double getCPULoad(){ 

    return 

parseDouble(runCommandOnNode("java.lang.management.ManagementFactory.g

etOperatingSystemMXBean().getSystemLoadAverage()")); 

} 

 

In this method, the runCommandOnNode method is used to forward the command in 

String format to RemotingDiagnostics class. The runCommandOnNode will use node 

channel, which is the virtual channel to the node, and call RemotingDiagnostigs class’ 

method to run the command on channel and return the result. The runCommandOnNode 

methods implementation is presented as pseudo code in below:  

 
Private String runCommandOnNode (String command) { 

      VirtualChannel nodeChannel = node.getChannel() 

String rawResults = RemotingDiagnostigs.executeGroovy(command, 

nodeChannel) 

String parsedResult = ParseResults(rawResults) 

Return ParseResults(rawResults) 

} 

 

Along with using Java MXbeans APIs for resource fetching, the statistics are fetched 

via Jenkins API and Java method calls. Jenkins API is used for fetching Jenkins build 

statistics; and Java method calls are used in case of testing disk write and read speeds.  

 

The resource fetching methods, especially in case where RemoteDiagnostics class is 

used, handles the data parsing operations so the return value from the methods are in the 
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correct form and can be stored as they are to database. Each return value from the data 

fetching methods is added to JSON map. In case the return value is negative or has 

errors, it will be converted to null before sending it to database. Null value will be 

acceptable to be used in database, as it will not then influence in the refining of database 

data. The JSON map will be posted to database server after the resource data values are 

stored. Build specific JSON maps are to be used as the data source for data presenting 

and notification transmitting methods for monitoring system. The example of complete 

JSON map from the build data, with abstracted resource stat key-value pair inside the 

build steps, is described below: 

 
@timestamp  "2017-11-29T12:47:35Z" 

buildNumber   1 

   PRESCM 
 

       ExampleResourceStat  15 

   BUILD 
 

       ExampleResourceStat  13 

   POSTBUILD 
 

       ExampleResourceStat  1250 

   COMPLETED 
 

       ExampleResourceStat  “TEXT” 

 

The JSON maps are posted to database server for each build. The different steps during 

the builds will append the JSON map of build in concern, if there is already instance of 

it. This endures that information will not be lost from the earlier build steps. The posting 

method over HTTP, used for storing the JSON maps on the database server, is presented 

below. 

 
Future<String> postJsonNotification(String notificationUrl, Map 

jsonMap){ 

    String json = JsonOutput.toJson(jsonMap); 

    PostJsonNotificationCallable task = new 

PostJsonNotificationCallable(json, notificationUrl, LOGGER, 

connectionFactory); 

    return Computer.threadPoolForRemoting.submit(task); 

} 

 

The PostJsonNotificationCallable method, described above, includes notificationUrl and 

jsonMap in method signature. The jsonMap is parsed to String form before sending it to 

the server. The notificaticationUrl is the complete URL of the database server. The 

Computer.threadPoolForRemoting.submit() call creates new thread for the posting task 

so the actual monitoring event execution process doesn’t need to wait for the result of 

the posting.  

 

Along with JSON maps for each build, there will also be JSON map on the database 

server for the trend data, including defined metrics in Table 3. These maps will be 

appended in the posting operations and index of the maps will change for map specific 

intervals, for example, daily for daily trend data. The trend JSON maps store data 

according to time intervals specified in Table 3. Trend JSON map is especially used as 

the data source for the email notifications on the defined intervals. Example of trend 

data JSON map is presented below. 
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averageBuildDurationInSeconds  188 

averageQueueingDurationInSeconds  3 

buildCount  5 

failedBuilds  3 

maximumBuildDurationInSeconds  1900 

minimumBuildDurationInSeconds  50 

successfulBuilds  1 

unstableBuilds  1 

 

In the research context project, the JSON maps on database server are used as source for 

presenting data as HTML pages for each JSON map. The HTML pages will include 

visual key performance metrics presentation via Kibana server. The Kibana will use the 

Elasticsearch database server as source of data. Presenting on Kibana server is 

implemented as specified in the requirements in Table 2. Along with HTML pages, used 

for notification functionality implementation on monitoring tool, the automated daily 

email notifications are used. Daily email notifications will be implemented as separated 

Jenkins build, which will be triggered by scheduler. The email notifications will include 

performance status information specified in Table 3.  

5.5 Defining Testing for Monitoring Tool 

In this chapter, the testing for key functionality of monitoring tool is described through 

defining the test suite and statistical testing. Test suites will be used to compare data 

gathered with monitoring tool to reference data from the Jenkins instance, thus verifying 

correctness of data and validating the monitoring tool data gathering functionality. The 

reference data from Jenkins is build information data, which is available on Jenkins 

instance, concerning build times, build status, build queuing time, and execution 

timestamps of specific event during build from console log. The data points, gathered 

by monitoring tool to be verified by test suites, are defined in Table 3. Test suite testing 

itself, for monitoring tool, is done using both Windows and Linux environments. Thus, 

monitoring tool functionality gets validated in operating system environments, which 

are used in the case project. Different test suites will be executed to focus on testing 

different resource data points. The statistical testing, on the other hand, will be used to 

verify that performance resource data, gathered by monitoring tool, doesn’t have 

variance over the builds. The statistical testing is defined in chapter 5.5.1 and test suite 

testing in chapter 5.5.2. 

5.5.1 Statistical testing 

Along with testing the monitoring tool with test suites with predefined expected result 

values, the statistical testing is used. The statistical testing is used for analyzing the 

results for ruling out the anomalies on the performance resource related results 

(requirements ID items from R18 to R25). In the statistical testing the expected data 

values for performance resources are undefined, and the statistical analysis is executed 

for the data values. Statistical testing is justified on test context for performance 

resource results, as the test server is dedicated only for running test builds. This ensures 

that performance resource results should be static over the builds. Further reasoning for 

statistical testing fit for testing is that requirements ID items from R18 to R25 are using 

the Java MXBean interfaces for fetching data from server. The MXBean interfaces are 

only interface point for fetching the accurate resource data from JVM, excluding 
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overhead processes of virtual machine (Java Virtual Machine: The Essential Guide, 

n.d.). 

 

In a summary, the source data for statistical testing is gathered from 50 Jenkins builds 

regarding the data concerned on requirements R18 to R25, which is the data gathered 

with MXBeans. The statistical analysis is executed for gathered data to verify that data 

values doesn’t have variance over defined confidence level. The standard deviation and 

mean is calculated for each sample consisting from the data values concerning each 

requirement. The confidence level used in the standard deviation is three-sigma, which 

means that 99,7% of the values are within the deviation. The maximum reference 

deviation values for the samples are derived by calculating the 0.1 deviation from the 

mean value for each sample, thus we will verify that individual values don’t vary from 

mean over 10%. The 10% reference deviation is used as there is not any “standard” 

value, which could be used for the purpose; and reasonably, the performance resource 

value, can be held relatively static if there is not over 10% variance over time. In 

combined, statistical testing will provide three-sigma standard deviation value from the 

results, which will include 99,7% of the sample’s values; and the 0.1 deviation value 

from mean of the sample, which will be used as a maximum reference deviation value 

allowed. The results are analyzed, and the calculated values are presented in Chapter 

6.3. 

5.5.2 Test suite testing 

Majority of data is gathered directly via Java resource monitoring methods and stored to 

database without refining, after transforming to correct accuracy. Based on this 

rationale, these data points are not in the scope of the test suites, as defined in Table 8. 

But data, which is gathered and refined locally in the monitoring tool, for example as 

build statuses, build times, and queueing times, needs to be verified with testing through 

test suites. 

 

The test suite execution will include defined builds to be run and comparing output 

results with defined results. The results are manipulated by using Hudson API and 

Jenkins steps to set the build result to wanted value or manipulate the build duration, for 

example. The test suite planning will instrument different scenarios, which will test the 

data fetching results correctness. The test suites are defined in Tables from 4 to 7 below. 

The values defined on value columns are example values to cover different scenarios. 

The symbols n, m, n1, n2, n3, n4, nm1, nm2, nm3 and nm4 are used to represent build 

and build step duration values. The aim of designing the test suites and defining the data 

points to be verified with it is to cover all data that can be verified from the Jenkins 

instance. 
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Table 4: Test suite 1 definition 

 

Data point Value 

Builds executed 4 

Concurrent builds 2 

Successful, unstable, failing builds 2, 2, 0 

Last successful step status (build 1, build 2, build 3, build 4) Completed, 

Completed, 

Build, 

Build 

Build times (build 1, build 2, build 3, build 4) n1, n2, n3, n4 

Average build duration (n1+n2+n3+n4)/4 

Queue times (build 1, build 2, build 3, build 4) 0s, 0s, n1, n2* 

Average queue duration (n1+n2)/4 

Step timestamps (build n) (pre-scm, build, post-build, completed)  nm1, nm2, nm3, 

nm4 

*The queue times of builds 3 and 4 depend on completion order of builds 1 and 2 

  

Introducing the Test suite 1 presented in the Table 4, the concurrent builds are executed 

so that two builds are running on the same time. The n1 and n2 builds are triggered 

simultaneously, build n3 is triggered from the build n1 and build n4 is trigger from the 

n2. And as 2 concurrent can be executed, the builds n3 and n4 will queue until 

executors are freed from builds n1 and n2. Thus, build queueing time testing is included 

in this suite. Suite will include successful and unstable builds to test that the build 

duration is recorded in both cases to average build duration count. 

 

The Test suite 1 is concerning also the requirement R5 “Monitoring tool post daily 

email to Continuous integration to defined email addresses including daily status report 

of verifications”. Partial validation for the requirement is done by referencing that data 

points included in the email reports are in line with the actual build activity tested in the 

Test suite 1. In this case, the daily aggregate statistics are compared to actual number of 

builds launched and their respective results as defined in Table 4. The requirement R5 

functionality will be fully validated in the production environment where the email 

notification job will be implemented. 

 

Table 5: Test suite 2 definition 

 

Data point Value 

Builds executed 3 

Concurrent builds 1 

Successful, unstable, failing builds 1, 1, 1 

Last successful step status (build 1, build 2, build 3) Completed, 

Pre-scm, 

Pre-scm 

Build times (build 1, build 2, build 3) n1, n2, n3 

Average build duration* (n1 + n2)/2 

Step timestamps (build n) (pre-scm, build, post-build, completed)  nm1, nm2, nm3, 

nm4 

*average build duration doesn’t include build duration of failing builds 
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In Test suite 2, different build results are tested. The effect of build result to average 

build durations is tested in this suite to verify that failing build’s duration will not get 

included in the average build duration count. This feature is derived from the 

requirement R14: “Monitoring tool gathers average build duration for current day for 

each verification for unstable and successful builds”, as described in Table 3. Test suite 

2 also specifically verifies the requirement R8: “Monitoring tool gathers total amount of 

successful, unstable and failed builds for current day for each verification and aggregate 

of verifications”, as different build statuses are introduced in this test suite. 

 

Table 6: Test suite 3 definition 

 

Data point Value 

Builds executed 3 

Concurrent builds 1 

Successful, unstable, failing builds 0/0/3 

Last successful step status (build 1, build 2, build 3) Pre-scm,  

Build,  

Post-build 

Build times (build 1, build 2, build 3) n1, n2, n3 

Average build duration* 0s 

Step timestamps (build n) (pre-scm, build, post-build, completed)  nm1, nm2, nm3, 

nm4 

*average build duration doesn’t include build duration of failing builds 

 

In Test suite 3, the failing the build in different builds steps is specifically tested. This 

feature is derived from the requirement R16: “Monitoring tool gathers failure step when 

build fails”. In this test suite, each build should store the build status based so that build 

step statuses indicate the build status as defined.  

 

 

Table 7: Test suite 4 definition  

 

Data point Value 

Builds executed 40 

Busy executors 1 

Last successful step status Completed 

Build times n1, n2, n3,…,  n40 

Step timestamps (build n) (pre-scm, build, post-build, completed)  nm1, nm2, nm3, 

nm4 

 

Test suite 4, presented in Table 7, includes running 40 builds with defined values. This 

test suite will be used to validate that data point results values doesn’t have variance 

over builds. Half of the builds on the Test suite 4 are run on the Windows operating and 

half are run on the Linux operating system. Running build on the both Linux and 

Windows machine, verifies specifically the requirement R1: “Monitoring tool is 

operating system platform independent”.  
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5.5.3 Testing coverage analysis 

In this sub-chapter the testing coverage is assessed concerning the requirements defined 

for monitoring tool in chapter 5.2. Table 8 below will describe all the data points, which 

are gathered with the monitoring tool or used in the notifications, using their 

requirement IDs from Table 3. The test suite name is described with the requirement ID 

in cases, where specific test suite supports the requirement ID. In cases, which 

requirement ID is not supported by test suite, the reason for excluding the requirement 

is described in the following paragraph. 

 

Table 8: Requirement verification support on test suites 

 

Requirement 

ID 

Test suite support Statistical testing support  

R1 Suite 4  Not supported 

R2 Every suite Not supported 

R3 Every suite Not supported 

R4 Every suite Not supported 

R5 Suite 1 (partial support) Not supported 

R6 Suite 1  Not supported 

R7 Every suite Not supported 

R8 Suite 2 Not supported 

R9 Not supported Not supported 

R10 Every suite Not supported 

R11 Every suite Not supported 

R12 Every suite Not supported 

R13 Every suite Not supported 

R14 Suite 2 Not supported 

R15 Every suite Not supported 

R16 Suite 3 Not supported 

R17 Every suite Not supported 

R18 Not supported  Supported 

R19 Not supported Supported 

R20 Not supported Supported 

R21 Not supported Supported 

R22 Not supported Supported 

R23 Not supported Supported 

R24 Not supported Supported 

R25 Not supported Supported 

R26 Every suite Not supported 

 

Table 8 defines how testing supports each requirement. Part of the requirements are 

focused on the test suites and remaining items, that are not supported in the test suites, 

are analyzed by statistical analysis. The point of leaving out requirements from R18 to 

R25 from test suite testing is that these requirements are using MXbean interfaces, 

which are only way to retrieve the resource statistics. So, there is not viable, accurate 

reference data available for these data points.  

 

The requirements R5 and R9 has inadequate support from testing on Table 8, by not 

having support on either statistical testing or test suites. The requirement R5, as 

mentioned as partially supported requirement, is tested in Test suite 1. The support 
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status for this requirement is only partial due actual email sending functionality, 

included in the requirement description, is not tested in the suite. The requirement R9 is 

not supported by either statistical or test suite testing. Lacking support for this 

requirement is due to the requirement functionality is not implemented inside the 

monitoring tool implementation, but on the external data presentation solution (Kibana 

server), which is not included in the testing. Overall, the coverage of the test suite 

testing and statistical testing is covering most of the functionality of the monitoring tool, 

except regarding above mentioned requirements. 

 

As a summary, the test suite definitions purpose is to act as framework, defining test 

builds to be run on the Jenkins. Results from the builds will be referenced to expected 

values to verify gathered data of monitoring tool. On the other hand, test suites are also 

planned to cover different functional features of monitoring tool, defined in the 

requirements in tables 1 and 2. The limitations of the monitoring tool testing is that 

testing is carried out only in the test Jenkins environment, so testing fails to address how 

monitoring tool functions in the project environment. This causes lack of information 

especially how monitoring tool functions over the time concerning the consistency and 

stability. The results of test suite execution are analyzed in chapter 6.2 and the results of 

the statistical testing analysis in chapter 6.3.  

5.6 Iterative Design Process 

The iterative nature research design process, starting from gathering requirements for 

artefact and ending to finalized testing of artefact, is described in this chapter. 

Description includes the iterations encountered regarding requirements, implementation 

design, and test design. 

 

Requirements 

The requirements were partly initialized before the research process started, as the 

research context project had already realized the need for enhanced monitoring of 

automation server. The initial requirements included requirement R7 and requirements 

from R9 to R13 from Table 3. These requirements concern the build durations and 

number of executed builds. The reason for having initially only these requirements was 

to focus on having data about how many builds is executed in the automation server 

during each day and build duration difference between longest and shortest build. 

Information about build duration difference between longest and shortest build was 

determined valuable to have information about build time variance.  

 

During requirements gathering, context project internally, the requirements R5, R6, R8, 

and requirements from R14 to R17 were added. These requirements are concerning the 

build status recording and reporting to customer. Also, a need for recording queue time 

was realized, as there were lots of builds queuing for long time before getting to 

execution on build server. 

 

During early phase of implementation of the artefact, the requirements from R18 to R25 

were realized, as the interfaces to fetch resource statistics were designed and 

implemented. As the artefact implementation matured, the requirements from R1 to R4 

were realized along with designing and implementing the communication interfaces 

between monitoring tool and database.  
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Thus, every requirement for the artefact was generated during the requirements 

gathering or early phases of implementation, which helped the implementation process, 

as the changing requirements didn’t have hindering effect to implementation process. 

 

Implementation 

The implementation was initialized on the early phase of the research process. First 

iteration of artefact included implementation of sending JSON document with build 

name from Jenkins test instance, running on local machine, to Elasticsearch database 

server, running on local machine as well. At this point, the artefact implementation was 

in the system groovy script classes instead of externally available module. 

 

After getting data stored from Jenkins to database, the build time recording was 

implemented. Also, the build status recording was implemented in early iterations. Next 

challenge was to have monitoring tool to update existing Elasticsearch JSONs as the 

daily, weekly, and monthly aggregate statistics were to be handled. Updating of existing 

JSONs was resolved by using special tags on JSON, which are documented on 

Elasticsearch API (Document APIs, n.d.).  

 

At this point, the monitoring tool implemented few requirements, but was still 

implemented on system groovy script classes. This was realized to be bad option from 

technical point of view, as the system groovy scripts are called as Jenkins system 

groovy script step. This means that the would be lots of script code visible on Jenkins 

UI and the reusability and portability of step would be limited. Next iteration of artefact 

fixed this problem, as the implementation of monitoring tool was moved to external 

Jenkins plugin. Also, the implementation language was changed from Groovy to Java, 

at his point. After this iteration, the plugin was portable to Jenkins instances by 

installing it from Jenkins UI. At this point, testing from QA server Jenkins was possible. 

 

Next iteration of artefact implemented the server resource fetching through Java 

interfaces. The Elasticsearch server was put also to external server, so data transferring 

from Jenkins instance to external database server over HTTP was implemented.  

 

Late phase implementation iterations to monitoring tool was made during testing phase 

of monitoring tool based on found error situations. Most of the encountered errors were 

incompatible data types and null pointers in data fetching, in case the data was not on 

expected format.  

 

Testing 

The testing for monitoring tool was initialized when the implementation of reached the 

point where the implementation located in the Jenkins plugin and the Elasticsearch 

server was running on external server.  

 

In the first iteration of testing, the test suites from 1 to 3 were executed, as defined in 

chapter 5.5.2. The results were as expected. Next iteration of testing was executed after 

realizing need for testing the both Linux and Windows platforms and need for testing 

that result doesn’t have variance over multiple builds. In this iteration, the results were 

as expected after fixing null pointer error, which was encountered when running the 

monitoring tool on Linux platform.  

 

Last iteration of testing was initialized as realizing that monitoring tool would need 

testing concerning the requirements from R18 to 25, which were not tested in the test 

suites. The testing was implemented as defined in chapter 5.5.1. The results of testing 
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were as expected in all cases but few. The results of testing, including reasoning for 

anomaly in results, is described in chapter 6.3. 
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6. Results 

In this chapter, the results of the implemented monitoring tool testing, as defined in 

chapter 5.5, are presented and analyzed. Chapter is divided in to three sub-chapters, 

which respectively reflect on analyzing how implemented monitoring tool fulfills 

defined requirements, and how monitoring tool testing results abide to expected values. 

In the first sub-chapter, the focus in restricted on validating how defined requirements 

are fulfilled by the monitoring tool, verifying requirements. In chapter 6.2, the test suite 

results are analyzed to verify the requirements concerned in the test suite testing. In 

chapter 6.3, the statistical testing analysis results are analyzed to verify requirements 

concerned in the statistical testing. As a summary, purpose of the chapter is to validate 

monitoring tool functionality and verify resource statistics data in the real server 

environment.  

6.1 Comparing Implemented Tool Against Defined Requirements 

In this chapter, requirements defined for the monitoring tool are assessed regarding the 

functionality of implemented monitoring tool. The defined requirements are presented 

in Table 2 and Table 3. These tables cover monitoring tool requirements from the thesis 

context including customer’s and project’s requirements for the monitoring tool. In the 

Table 9, below, requirement IDs from tables 1 and 2 are assessed by how implemented 

monitoring tool fulfills them. Besides requirements IDs, Table 9 contains support status 

for requirements on implemented monitoring tool as achieved, achieved partially or not 

achieved.  
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Table 9: Requirements support verification for monitoring tool 

 

Requirement ID Monitoring tool support status 

R1 Achieved 

R2 Achieved 

R3 Achieved 

R4 Achieved 

R5 Partially achieved 

R6 Achieved 

R7 Achieved 

R8 Achieved 

R9 Partially achieved 

R10 Achieved 

R11 Achieved 

R12 Achieved 

R13 Achieved 

R14 Achieved 

R15 Partially achieved 

R16 Achieved 

R17 Achieved 

R18 Achieved 

R19 Partially achieved 

R20 Achieved 

R21 Achieved 

R22 Achieved 

R23 Achieved 

R24 Achieved 

R25 Achieved 

R26 Achieved 

 

Each of the requirements are specifically described below. For each requirement, 

evaluation rationale is provided to address how monitor tool achieves the requirement, 

and if there are shortcomings in the support status for requirement. 

 

R1: Monitoring tool is operating system platform independent 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool is build using Java as programming language, thus every 

machine running the Java can run monitoring tool regardless the operating system. 

 

R2: Monitoring tool used HTTP post to deliver data to database server 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool uses Java’s HTTP/HTTPS methods for posting the data to 

database server. 

 

R3: Monitoring tool uses database API so that monitoring data is uploaded to pages 

regarding current verification, and daily and monthly aggregate statistics of 

verifications. 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool stores the build statistics to specific indexes to database 

server, including current build, daily aggregate, and monthly aggregate statistics of 

builds.  
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R4: Monitoring tool uses database API so that monitoring data is updated to database 

table to if table already exists 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool uses “upsert” tags to update the existing indexes instead of 

overwriting to them on database.   

 

R5: Monitoring tool post daily email to defined email addresses including daily status 

report of verifications. 

Status: Partially achieved 

Rationale: The monitoring tool entity itself, as Jenkins plugin, doesn’t have 

implementation of sending daily statistic emails, but implementation of email sending 

functionality is implemented to project context’s Jenkins instance.    

 

R6: Monitoring tool gathers queueing time for each verification and average queueing 

time for aggregate of verifications. 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Queueing time is recorded for verifications and average queueing time is 

recorded for daily and weekly aggregates of verifications. 

 

R7: Monitoring tool gathers total amount of executed builds for current day for each 

verification and aggregate of verifications. 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool gathers and stores the amount of daily and weekly 

aggregate of executed verifications. 

 

R8: Monitoring tool gathers total amount of successful, unstable, and failed builds for 

current day for each verification and aggregate of verifications 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool implements gathering of daily and weekly aggregate of 

successful, unstable, and failed builds.  

 

R9: Monitoring tool gathers average build durations for last 1 week for each 

verification 

Status: Partially achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool entity itself doesn’t gather and store weekly statistics for 

build durations, but data presenting HTML page used in the project context, as part of 

the monitoring solution, has implementation of presenting average build durations for 

aggregate of weekly verifications. 

 

R10: Monitoring tool gathers average build duration for last month for each verification 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool implements gathering monthly aggregate statistic of build 

durations of verifications. 

 

R11: Monitoring tool gathers average monthly build duration for last year for each 

verification  

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool implements gathering monthly aggregate statistic of build 

durations of verifications and stores them permanently using specific indexes. 
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R12: Monitoring tool gathers maximum build duration of executed successful/unstable 

builds for current day for each verification and aggregate of verifications. 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool implements gathering running time for each verification 

and aggregate of verifications, filtering other than unstable and successful builds. 

 

R13: Monitoring tool gathers minimum build time of executed successful/unstable 

builds for current day for each verification and aggregate of verifications. 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool implements gathering running times for each verification 

and aggregate of verifications, filtering other than unstable and successful builds. 

 

R14: Monitoring tool gathers average build duration for current day for each 

verification for unstable and successful builds. 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool implements gathering running times for each verification 

and aggregate of verifications, filtering other than unstable and successful builds. 

 

R15: Monitoring tool gathers average build duration for current day for each 

verification for unstable and successful builds. 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool implements gathering running times for each verification 

and aggregate of verifications, filtering other than unstable and successful builds. 

 

R15: Monitoring tool gathers build duration for build steps in Jenkins. 

Status: Partially achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool records timestamp on the beginning of each Jenkins build 

step. 

 

R16: Monitoring tool gathers failure step when build fails. 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool checks build status on the beginning of each Jenkins step 

and stores data to database server. 

 

R17: Monitoring tool gathers status when build is finished. 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool checks build status of the build, as the last step in the build, 

and stores status to database server. 

 

R18: Monitoring tool gathers disk speed stats during build steps. 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool gathers disk steep statistics via Java methods during build 

steps. 

 

R19: Monitoring tool gathers CPU load during build steps. 

Status: Partially achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool gathers CPU load statistics via Java MXbean interfaces 

during build steps but monitoring tool can’t guarantee that the CPU load statistics are 

available due used MXbean interface implementation. 

 

R20: Monitoring tool gathers available CPU core status during build steps. 

Status: Achieved 
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Rationale: Monitoring tool gathers CPU core statistics via Java MXbean interfaces 

during build steps. 

 

R21: Monitoring tool gathers thread count on system during build steps 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool gathers thread count statistics via Java MXbean interfaces 

during build steps. 

 

R22: Monitoring tool gathers free physical memory stats during build steps. 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool gathers physical memory statistics via Java MXbean 

interfaces during build steps. 

 

R23: Monitoring tool gathers free virtual memory stats during build steps. 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool gathers virtual memory statistics via Java MXbean 

interfaces during build steps. 

 

R24: Monitoring tool gathers heap memory usage stats during build steps. 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool gathers heap memory usage statistics via Java MXbean 

interfaces during build steps. 

 

R25: Monitoring tool gathers non-heap memory usage stats during build steps. 

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool gathers non-heap memory usage statistics via Java MXbean 

interfaces during build steps. 

 

R26: Monitoring tool gathers build status during build steps  

Status: Achieved 

Rationale: Monitoring tool gathers build status during pre-scm, build, and post-build 

steps. 

 

As a summary, majority requirements are achieved, and every requirement was either 

partially achieved and achieved in monitoring tool, indicating that it fulfills the needs 

assessed on the context project. As shortcomings, the email notification about the daily 

builds is not included into monitoring plugin implementation, but as an external build 

job. This creates dependency for the implementation of email notification build job 

when the plugin is adapted to new Jenkins instances. This, however, is minor 

shortcoming as the monitoring statistics are presented also in html page, which in the 

context project, is implemented with Kibana server so results are accessible by that way. 

Another partially achieved requirement is monitoring tool to store weekly average build 

durations to database server. This is not implemented due to weekly statistics are 

presented in the Kibana server, so they are accessible via that way. Last partially 

achieved requirement is monitoring tool to gather duration of builds steps. This is 

implemented as timestamp is stored in the beginning of each build step and presented 

then in the Kibana server, which fulfills the needs of the context project. 

 

Based on the analysis above, we can conclude that the results were in good level in 

contrast to the defined requirements. Requirements, which status is not achieved, has 

rationale why they are implemented as they are on the monitoring tool. As a result, 
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needs of the context project are met in the broad scope, regarding the monitoring tool 

functionality. 

6.2 Test Suite Results Analysis 

In this chapter, the results of test suite testing are analyzed. This is needed to verify the 

data gathered on monitoring tool fulfills the defined requirements. As a total, four test 

suites are used to test monitoring tool. Each test suite will include testing build data as 

defined in tables 10 to 12 below. As a total, test suites include 50 builds run, which is 

enough to spot if there is anomaly in result data points. Purpose of each of the test suites 

is described in the following paragraphs with tables including test suites’ result values. 

 

The first test suite, as described Table 4, includes testing the concurrent builds, with two 

builds are running on the same time, with total of 4 builds run. The build queueing is 

also included for testing in this suite. Suite will include successful and unstable builds to 

test that the build duration is recorded in both cases to average build duration count. The 

results of executing Test suite 1 is presented in table below. 

 

Table 10: Test suite 1 with result values 

 

Data point Expected 

value (from 

Jenkins UI) 

Result value 

(from 

database) 

Builds executed 4 4 

Busy executors 2 2 

Successful, unstable, failing builds 2, 2, 0 2, 2, 0 

Last successful step status (build 1, build 2, build 3, 

build 4) 

Completed, 

Completed, 

Build, 

Build 

Completed, 

Completed, 

Build, 

Build  

Build times (build 1, build 2, build 3, build 4) 10s, 11s, 10s, 

11s 

10s, 11s, 10s, 

11s 

Average build duration* 11s 11s 

Queue times 0s, 0s, 10s, 

11s 

0s, 0s, 10s, 

11s 

Average queue duration 5s 5s 

Step timestamps (pre-scm, build, post-build, 

completed) (build 1) 

1s, 3s, 8s, 10s 1s, 3s, 8s, 10s 

Step timestamps (pre-scm, build, post-build, 

completed) (build 2) 

1s, 4s, 8s, 11s 1s, 4s, 8s, 11s 

Step timestamps (pre-scm, build, post-build, 

completed) (build 3) 

1s, 3s, 8s, 10s 1s, 3s, 8s, 10s 

Step timestamps (pre-scm, build, post-build, 

completed) (build 4) 

1s, 4s, 8s, 11s 1s, 4s, 8s, 11s 

 

Table 10 includes gathered results from monitoring of Jenkins builds defined in the 

table. The table shows that the expected values are align with the results values.  

 

Test suite 2, as defined in the Table 5, includes testing of different build results. The 

effect of build result to average build durations is tested in this suite to verify that 
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failing build’s duration will not get included in the average build duration count. Test 

suite 2 execution results are presented in Table 11 below.  

 

Table 11: Test suite 2 definition with results 

 

Data point Expected 

value (from 

Jenkins UI) 

Result value 

(from 

database) 

Builds executed 3 3 

Busy Executors 1 1 

Successful, unstable, failing builds 1, 1, 1 1, 1, 1 

Last successful step status (build 1, build 2, build 3) Completed, 

Pre-scm,  

Pre-scm 

Completed, 

Pre-scm,  

Pre-scm 

Build times (build 1, build 2, build 3) 10s, 8s, 5s 10s, 8s, 5s 

Average build duration* 9s 9s 

Step timestamps (pre-scm, build, post-build, 

completed) (build 1) 

1s, 3s, 8s, 10s 1s, 3s, 8s, 10s 

Step timestamps (pre-scm, build, post-build, 

completed) (build 2) 

1s, 3s, 5s, 8s 1s, 3s, 5s ,8s 

Step timestamps (pre-scm, build, post-build, 

completed) (build 3) 

1s, -, 3s, 5s 1s, -, 3s, 5s 

*average build duration doesn’t include build duration of failing builds 

 

Table 11 includes gathered results from monitoring of Jenkins builds defined in the 

table. The table shows that the expected values are align with the results values.  

 

In Test suite 3, as defined in Table 6, the failing the build in different builds steps is 

tested. In this test suite, the amount of the successful builds should be recorded as 0. 

The failing step should be identified as the next steps in the build after the failing steps 

are storing build status as failed. Test suite 3 with result data is presented in Table 12 

below. 
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Table 12: Test suite 3 definition with result values 

 

Data point Expected 

value (from 

Jenkins UI) 

Result value 

(from 

database) 

Builds executed 3 3 

Busy executors 1 1 

Successful, unstable, failing builds 0, 0, 3 0, 0, 3 

Last successful step status (build 1, build 2, build 3) Pre-Scm,  

Build,  

Post-build 

Pre-Scm,  

Build,  

Post-build 

Build times (build 1, build 2, build 3) 5s, 6s, 8s 5s, 6s, 8s 

Average build duration* 0s  

Step timestamps (pre-scm, build, post-build, 

completed) (build 1) 

1s, -, 3s, 5s 1s, -, 3s, 5s 

Step timestamps (pre-scm, build, post-build, 

completed) (build 2) 

1s, 3s, 5s, 6s 1s, 3s, 5s, 6s 

Step timestamps (pre-scm, build, post-build, 

completed) (build 3) 

1s, 3s, 6s, 8s 1s, 3s, 6s, 8s 

*average build duration doesn’t include build duration of failing builds 

 

Table 12 includes gathered results from monitoring of Jenkins builds defined in the 

table. The table shows that the expected values are align with the results values.  

 

Test suite 4, defined in Table 7, includes running 40 builds with defined values. Half of 

the builds will be executed in the Windows operating system and half of the builds on 

the Linux operating system. This test suite will be used to validate that data point results 

values doesn’t have variance over builds. The results from the Test suite 4 are presented 

in the Appendix A. 

 

Based on the results in contrast to expected values on the test suites, presented in the 

tables from 10 to 12 and in the Appendix A, every data point is corresponding to its 

expected value. This verifies the gathered data correctness on the monitoring tool. 

Functional features are also tested specifically in the each of the test suites to be 

functioning as expected. As a summary, it can be concluded that monitoring tool 

functionality and data correctness is verified to be on expected level, concerning the 

requirements tested in the test suites, defined in Table 8. 

6.3 Statistical Testing Results Analysis 

The statistical testing is required to verify that support data concerned in the statistical 

testing meets the defined requirements. The statistical testing results are gathered from 

50 runs of specific Jenkins build. Statistical testing analysis will be executed for 

performance resource data, concerning the requirements from R18 to R25 defined in 

Table 3. Results are presented in Table 13 below, with calculated standard deviations, 

means, and defined maximum reference values for deviations for each data point 

samples. As a standard deviation value, the three-sigma value is used, which means that 

99,7% of the values are included in the result sample. For the reference maximum 

deviation, the 0.1 deviation from the mean is used, meaning 10% maximum variance 

from mean. The samples are the result value sets from executed Jenkins builds for the 

requirements from R18 to R25 defined in Table 3. The goal of statistical results analysis 
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is to verify that the data points in the samples doesn’t have variance over defined 

maximum standard deviation.  

 

Table 13: Statistical analysis results 

 

Data point name Mean Reference max. 

deviation (0,1 * 

Mean) 

Standard 

deviation 

(three-sigma) 

maxNonHeapMemoryInMB null - - 

availableProcessors 8.00 0.80 0.00 

usedHeapMemoryInMB 137.02 13.70 60.23 

threadCount 43.72 4.37 4.24 

maxHeapMemoryInMB 494.00 49.40 0.00 

diskSpeedReadOnMasterInMB 345.38 34.53 34.08 

diskSpeedWriteOnMasterInMB 341.16 34.11 32.83 

initHeapMemoryInMB 16.00 1.60 0.00 

committedNonHeapMemoryInMB 57.14 5.71 2.64 

CPULoad null - - 

committedHeapMemoryInMB 197.82 19.78 9.30 

initNonHeapMemoryInMB 0.00 0.00 0.00 

usedNonHeapMemoryInMB 51.86 5.18 1.05… 

 

Table 13 presents analysis for performance resource related data points from 50 Jenkins 

builds. The results are presented Jenkins build vice in the Appendix B. The statistics 

calculations for data points are also present in the Appendix B. 

 

Concerning the maxNonHeapMemoryInMB and CPULoad on Table 13, which have 

null value on the results, results are conclusive. The return value from the MXBean API 

call may be negative. The negative return value from call indicates that data point is not 

supported by the system (CPULoad), or value is undefined 

(maxNonHeapMemoryInMB) on system. (Platform MXBeans, n.d.) In case of negative 

value, the value is converted to null to database, so the value will not influence 

calculations when values are fetched from database and refined. 

 

On Table 13, the usedHeapMemoryInMB has standard deviation value significantly 

over the reference maximum deviation. The experienced variance over the Jenkins 

builds in the used heap memory may be caused by the Java garbage collection 

mechanism. The used heap memory includes all Java objects. The collection of Java 

objects, includes alive and dead objects. The dead objects are objects who don’t have 

reference from other objects and will be erased by Java garbage collector. However, 

garbage collector works in cycles, so it will not erase dead objects immediately. This 

causes that heap memory varies, depending on garbage collector cycles. (Java Garbage 

Collection Basics, n.d.) However, as usedHeapMemoryInMB failed to meet set criteria 

in statistical testing analysis, the data point will remain unvalidated.  

 

Standard deviation values versus reference maximum deviation, presented in Table 13, 

shows that standard deviation for rest of data points, excluding 

maxNonHeapMemoryInMB, CPULoad and usedHeapMemoryInMB, is smaller than 

reference maximum deviation. This validates that these data points don’t have variance 

over the builds over defined level. This verifies the data correctness to be on the 

expected level, concerning these data points. In a summary, the data concerning the 
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statistical testing, as defined in Table 8, is validated excluding requirements R19 and R 

24, which are only partially validated in statistical testing.  
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7. Discussion & Implications 

The monitoring tool, as research artefact, implementation and functionality are 

discussed in this chapter, by pointing out what are the key features of the monitoring 

tool. From key features, the correspondence to assessed requirements and to research 

questions are discussed. The monitoring tool deficiencies and possible resolutions for 

them are analyzed in depth in chapter 7.2. After discussing the monitoring tool 

limitations, the research limitations and future research points are discussed in chapter 

7.3. As a summary, purpose of this chapter is to describe in the high-level monitoring 

tool functionality and describe the enhancement areas for monitoring tool features, 

defining their impact to monitoring tool high level functionality. 

7.1 Summary of Operational Monitoring tool on Automation Server  

As concluded in chapter 6, the functionality and data correctness of the monitoring tool 

is verified. Monitoring tool stores extensive resource statistics from the build computer 

during the Jenkins builds. The resource statistics includes CPU, virtual memory, 

physical memory, thread statistics, and disk speed statistics regarding to server 

resources. These server resource statistic data points form together broad data collection 

of server’s resources. Besides platform resource statistics, monitoring tool provides 

statistics about Jenkins builds, as queuing time, build step and build times, build status 

on completion and during build steps, and aggregate statistics from multiple builds. 

With these statistics, the Jenkins build status from different build statistics can be 

referenced to server resource statistics to see how resource statistics influence on 

Jenkins build statistics. The research question RQ1: “How monitoring tool can provide 

information about Continuous Integration automation server, for being used as source 

for detecting build execution performance variations?” is resolved as the implemented 

monitoring tool provides required data about server resources to be used as information 

about performance variations. As the monitoring tool combines the Jenkins build 

statistics together with the server resource statistics to database, providing information 

about server’s performance resources versus the Jenkins builds’ statistics, the research 

question RQ2: “How monitoring tool can provide information about Continuous 

Integration automation server, for being used as source for resolving root causes for 

performance variations?” is also resolved with the monitoring tool. Thus, performance 

variations realized in the Jenkins builds, will be mapped to server’s resource statistics 

by the monitoring tool, providing information about root causes for the performance 

variations.  

Strength of the monitoring tool implementation, as Jenkins plugin, establishes effortless 

portability of solution to other Jenkins instances. Portability was not defined in the 

requirements, as purpose of monitoring tool is to serve needs of the context project at 

first. Implementation as plugin also modularizes the implementation of monitoring tool 

so the impact of interface modifications to the classes used to implement monitoring 

tool functionality will be restrained inside plugin implementation. In higher scope, this 

means that maintaining the dependencies of monitoring tool with base Java libraries can 

be handled effortlessly, as the monitoring tool is implemented as its own entity.  

However, part of the requirements is only partially achieved, which leaves possible 

future work to be done on the monitoring tool context.  By resolving partially achieved 

requirements, the monitoring tool would become more flexible in the generic Jenkins 

project and context IT environment. As implemented, the monitoring tool doesn’t 
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provide internal notification and data presenting features. The notification feature is 

implemented by individual Jenkins job on the project context, for which monitoring tool 

provides resource statistic data through database server’s specific index. Dependency is 

also present in how monitoring data is presented in the project context. The current 

implementation uses Kibana server to present data on the html page, which is fetched 

from the Elasticsearch database.  

Relating to email notification implementation, currently the monitoring tool only 

provides the data to be used to construct the email, which is to be used in the individual 

Jenkins build sending the email. This is, however, very robust way to implement feature 

as Jenkins builds can be easily configured to be run at the specific moment and send 

email using Jenkins Email-ext plugin (Email-ext plugin, n.d.). In case which monitoring 

tool would handle the email sending internally, the implementation would be required 

for time polling internally to monitoring tool. In the context project, the individual 

Jenkins job is feasible way to handle daily monitoring data transmitting through email 

notification, as there is already scheduled Jenkins build jobs implemented, using 

automatic scheduling and email transmitting. 

 

Relating to how monitoring data is presented in the project: using the Kibana server as 

monitoring data presenting can be rationalized by Kibana having very adaptable data 

presenting features (Visualize, n.d.). For implementing data presenting, for example, in 

the Jenkins UI by plugin, the information quality would decrease drastically. As in the 

context project, the Kibana used for data presenting was chosen as the Kibana was 

perceived as easily adaptable solution for this purpose, based on mapping out the 

options. 

7.2 Monitoring Tool Limitations 

In this chapter, monitoring tool limitations are discussed in detailed level. The 

discussion takes also implications from enhancements into account for overcoming 

limitations by discussing how enhancements would contribute monitoring tool 

functionality. Describing the monitoring tool functionality implications from the 

enhancements is especially important as the monitoring tool doesn’t have external 

documentation, besides features described in this thesis. By pointing out implications of 

key improvements, the effort versus impact relation can be considered properly, when 

planning implementing improvements to limitations in question.  

As pointed out in chapter 7.1, there is clear enhancements feature on making monitoring 

tool more flexible for Jenkins and IT environment. In the current project’s context, the 

monitoring tool fulfills the defined requirements, but if the database is changed it would 

require adapting implementation of monitoring data presentation solution. Kibana 

server is used as data presenting solution, which is dependent on the Elasticsearch 

server used as the database. As the future enhancements, the monitoring tool can be 

modified to use Jenkins interfaces to present monitoring data on Jenkins UI. Using 

Jenkins UI for monitoring data presenting, would diminish the dependency on database 

but decrease quality of the data presenting as Jenkins UI doesn’t natively provide 

flexible interface for presenting data dynamically. As a balanced solution, the 

monitoring tool plugin could be enhanced to present key data in the Jenkins UI and 

extensive data at the Kibana server. In this case the dependency for providing full data 

for user is dependent on Elasticsearch server, but key data would be presented on 

Jenkins UI database independently. 
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Another shortcoming for the monitoring tool, relating to database usage, is the 

specialized data storing features enabled by Elasticsearch. Monitoring tool uses tags on 

JSON documents that are only supported in the Elasticsearch, which concern updating 

the existing document on the database. This causes that data storing functionality will 

be fully functional only on Elasticsearch server. By modifying the data storing and 

fetching interfaces on monitoring tool to provide API for using different databases, the 

support for multiple databases can be established. When adapting the monitoring tool to 

use other databases, the benefits of specific database in comparison to Elasticsearch 

should be considered carefully, as for this project context the Elasticsearch was found to 

provide fitting database solution for monitoring data storage. This shortcoming is not 

relevant in the project context, as project assessed in the requirements to use 

Elasticsearch as database server.  

Another future enhancement for the monitoring tool would be to include 

implementation of email notification feature inside the monitoring tool implementation 

as Jenkins plugin. Then monitoring tool would not require establishing the individual 

Jenkins build job for email notification sending. This implementation would require 

more configurable interfaces to be added to monitoring tool plugin to define the email 

recipients from the Jenkins builds. Another configuration feature to be added, would be 

implementing the scheduling of email sending inside the plugin at the specific moment. 

From an effort point of view, the most taxing part of implementing email notification 

transmitting monitoring tool internally is implementing the scheduling of email sending 

on specific time. This would need to include Java’s ScheduledExecutorService library 

package and implementing scheduling email transmitting logic to monitoring tool 

implementation (Interface ScheduledExecutorService, n.d.). As a total effort versus 

benefits, relatively large effort needs to be made to have monitoring data available 

through email notifications. 

7.3 Research Limitations Evaluation and Future Research  

In this chapter, the research evaluation, focusing on limitations, and future research 

points are discussed. The research limitations are discussed by pointing out how Design 

Science Research goals, defined in chapter 2.2, are achieved in the thesis. The future 

research points are discussed to point how research limitations can be resolved in the 

future research and how knowledge can be generated upon this research. 

 

Design as an artefact 

The design as artefact goal is well achieved in the research. The research artefact as 

monitoring tool is implemented to gather data about Jenkins automation server. 

 

Problem relevance 

The problem relevance is achieved as the monitoring tool solves the problem of 

sufficient data about Jenkins automation server performance regarding executed builds 

on research context project. The problem relevance is concerned in the RQ1: “How 

monitoring tool can provide information about Continuous Integration automation 

server, for being used as source for detecting build execution performance variations?” 

and RQ2: “How monitoring tool can provide information about Continuous Integration 

automation server, for being used as source for resolving root causes for performance 

variations?” 
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Design evaluation 

The design evaluation is established for the research artefact as test suite and statistical 

analysis testing described in chapter 5.5. The testing is executed in the test server setup 

with test builds to verify requirements assessed in chapter 5.2. However, testing for 

artefact in thesis is not in comprehensive level. The biggest flaw in the testing is that 

monitoring tool testing is not evaluated in the project’s Jenkins production server. This 

causes that reliability and consistency of monitoring tool is not verified properly. 

Another flaw in the testing is that statistical analysis testing data point values and 

variance don’t have reference values. This means that data point values can be only 

evaluated on their relation to each other and determine that variance is in acceptable 

level. Thus, testing for concerned data points doesn’t provide absolute validation for the 

data, but provides evaluated reference data, which can be used as a basis for more depth 

future testing in the production environment, for example. 

 

Research contributions 

Research contributions are the knowledge generated about Jenkins automation server 

monitoring and the monitoring tool artefact. The knowledge includes the found 

deficiency on the extensive monitoring tool solution for Jenkins automation server; the 

requirements used for implementing the monitoring tool in the research; which are 

usable as the basis on future researches on the same topic; the problems and limitations 

encountered in the implementation of monitoring tool. The monitoring tool artefact 

itself provides solution for business problem in the thesis context, which depends on 

having data available from Jenkins automation server. Limitation on research 

contributions in the form of provided knowledge, relating to RQ2: “Can monitoring tool 

provide information about Continuous Integration automation server for being used as 

source for resolving performance variations’ root causes?”, is that research fails to 

address how the performance variations root causes are experienced and manifested in 

monitoring tool running on the real project IT environment, as the testing of monitoring 

tool is carried out only in test environment. 

 

Research rigor 

Research rigor is achieved in the thesis by defining requirements based on the context 

project, considering the portability to different IT environments and data 

generalizability of the solution. The software architecture of the solution is designed to 

be easily modifiable by making interfaces simple. The interfaces and architecture are 

described in chapters 5.3 and 5.4. The evaluation part of rigor is achieved by defining 

testing for artefact in chapter 5.5, where limitations on testing are also considered. The 

limitation on research rigor is that implemented artefact is only evaluated on test 

environment and not in the actual project IT environment during research. Thus, 

research fails to address evaluating and describing how artefact works in real IT 

environment besides the test environment. 

 

Design as a search process 

The iterative nature of the design science research is achieved by leaving requirements, 

implementation and testing for the artefact open for changes until end of the research. 

Thus, requirements, implementation and testing were able to be redefined along the 

process, when new information was revealed concerning the artefact. The iterations 

during the process is described in chapter 5.6. 

 

Communication of research 

Communication of research is considered through requirements for the artefact in the 

chapter 5.2. The requirements are addressing both management and technology-oriented 
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perspectives of artefact. The technology-oriented perspective on the requirements is 

introduced in the requirements from R1 to R5; and the management-oriented 

perspective is introduced especially in requirements from R6 to R14. The technology-

oriented perspective is furtherly introduced in chapters 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, which describe 

the implementation of monitoring tool. The management-oriented perspective for 

research topic is introduced especially in chapter 4, which defines the importance of 

server monitoring from general view.  

 

As considering future research topics, the one important topic would be based on the 

adaptability of Jenkins build monitoring solutions between environments. As there are 

existing server monitoring solutions already for general server resource monitoring, 

they are lacking the needs for mapping the monitoring data with Jenkins builds and 

specific slave nodes. This comes especially relevant when multiple build slaves are 

introduced to the Jenkins environment as executors, making resource monitoring data to 

be fragmented along slave nodes. On the other hand, Jenkins has plugins to fetch 

monitoring data from executors and visualizing data in Jenkins UI such as Monitoring 

Jenkins plugin (Monitoring, n.d.). But the shortcoming from this kind of plugins is that 

visualizations are not adaptable, and they are neither combining the resource data to 

Jenkins build data to allow fast searching and identifying of relation between build 

statistics, as for example build duration variance with performance resource data. As a 

summary, important point of the view arising from this research is: the future research 

could be focusing on how implemented monitoring solution or corresponding solution 

could be made more adaptable and portable to different IT and Jenkins environments, 

especially regarding database and email notification dependencies described in chapter 

7.2.  
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8. Conclusions 

In this thesis, the research context is continuous integration project, with large-scale 

development project serving as a pilot customer project. The research problem in the 

thesis is the build duration variance in the automated test builds, run in the Continuous 

Integration server. The Jenkins server is used as the Continuous Integration server in the 

thesis context. Build duration variance leads developers, using the server, to experience 

very volatile service performance levels. Aim of the research is to implement artefact 

for providing information about Continuous Integration server performance over time, 

by implementing monitoring tool to Continuous Integration automation server. With 

server performance information, the goal is to detect performance variation events and 

identify root cause for build duration variance from specific performance information. 

 

The monitoring tool, implemented as the research artefact for the Jenkins as plugin, 

achieved to fulfill assessed requirements by the Continuous Integration project and 

customer project. The initial testing was implemented with feature testing on the test 

server, and as a result the monitoring tool was established to be used in the multiple 

customer project Jenkins environment in the thesis context company. As a strength, 

monitoring tool achieves to provide the performance data, specifically, from individual 

executors used for building in Jenkins server, and combines performance data with 

build data from the specific build in question. By this functionality, the monitoring tool 

achieves to provide solution for research problem.   
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Appendix A. Test suite 4 results 

Description: The accompanying Excel spreadsheet presents the results of the Test suite 

4. 

Filename: test_suite_4_results.xls 

Link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1x1NOiAjt_w1GYWuUTkV1hWjmx2djxdjN 

Appendix B. Statistical test data 

Description: The accompanying Excel spreadsheet presents the statistical test data. 

Filename: statistical_test_data.xls 

Link: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1eldD4Nz8q8CF63JvoH-LNtAPwdQuhsdl 
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